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THE SYSTEMS VIEW OF THE TOTAL ORGANIZATION
Perhaps the most difficult and complex organization to manage and lead
is the military. Central to the successful leadership and management of
the military organization is an understanding of the interaction of the
systems that comprise the organization. To assist in the leadership and
management of the military organization, and to develop a view of the
complexities of the organization, an understanding of the systems-view
of an organization is essential. To graphically portray the systems
view of an organization, we have adapted and utilized the writings of
F. E. Kast and .J. E. Rosenzweig 1 s Organization and Management - A Systems
View.
On the front cover of the communique is a visualization of the total
system and the continual, mutual, interaction of the subsystems in
military organizations. This simple model places the commander in his
appropriate role at the center of the subsystems. It is deliberately
represented as superimposed over the other subsystems because this is the
place of the commander and his management structure - linking and influencing all the subsystems. Surrounding the commander is the chain of
command subsystem comprised of t~ subordinate officers, noncommissioned
officers and, in many cases, the civilians who hold leadership positions
within the organization. The largest subsystea of an organization is the
environment or climate. It is here that one can sense higher headquarters
influencing the organization. The installation, as well as the local
community, are two other elements that contribute to and influence
organizational life. All of the subsystems are susceptible to and influenced by the environment in which it finds itself. Mission represents
another subsystem. Included in this subsystem are goals and values
which make up an organization and determine what it is and does. The
structural subsystem is made up of two groupings: formal reporting relationships, such as TO&E and TDA, and the informal relationships of
personnel within the organization. The personnel in an Army unit make up
the real heart of the organization and we see thea as individuals and in
groups. Finally we have the technological subsystem which is represented by equipment, material, SOPs, tactics, and operations of a unit.
Inherent in the systems view of organizational effectiveness is the
realization that no subsystem or element, of the organization can change
without simultaneously changing all of the other subsystems in sometimes
unexpected and unpredictable ways. ~e successful practice of organizational effectiveness hinges on this basic understanding of organizations.
Organizational effectiveness operations view every organization from the
total systems approach, and are directed towards improving the entire
organization, leading ultimately to more effective unit performance and
greater combat readiness.
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COMMANDERS COMMENTS
Since the last Communique, OETC continues to move ahead. Several
key events have taken place during the past three months here at the
training center. The most significant has been the graduation of our
first OE noncommissioned officer class. The members of this pilot
class are, first of all, dedicated professional soldiers. Moreover,
they have now developed the skills and techniques required to enhance
OE operations in the field. Specifically, they should provide an
added dimension in communicating OE to the noncommissioned officers
and soldiers in our ranks.
This first OENCO class, received their graduation diplomas during
ceremonies at the Fort Ord Noncommissioned Officers Club on Friday,
23 March 1979. The Commander, OETC was the graduation speaker. As
these new OE noncommissioned officers reach your OESO officer, welcome
them, give them the ball and challenge their talents.
OETC is also taking on a new face. Under an extensive remodeling
program, the old, spartan classrooms are slowly disappearing. Two
buildings have been completely refurbished, giving us one large and
three small classrooms. The large classroom was officially opened in
February. A ribbon cutting ceremony marked the occasion.
We now have a one-stop reference guide for use in the field. The
OE Resource Book has arrived from the printers and is being mailed to
all OE graduates and other key OE personnel. This is a well-organized,
thoroughly comprehensive publication. Our librarian, Lynn Herrick,
compiled the Resource Book to assist OEso•s and OE Key Managers in
identifying and using resources associated with all areas of OE. Let
us hear from you if you do not receive your copy. Additionally, I
encourage you to use our library as a resource loan facility.
As a final note- remember our business is to help commanders and
key managers develop more effective organizations. In this regard we
must work within the framework of the commander. Our styles and
techniques must blend and complement those of the commander. You have
developed some very powerful skills and tools of management. Using
these skills in a mutually supporting commander/OE relationship must
inevitably lead to increased combat effectiveness in our Army.

JOSEPH C. LUTZ
COL(P), AR
Commanding
1
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EVALUATION UPDATE
JOSEPH F. WATT
LTC FA
15 March 1979
During the first quarter of 1979, the Evaluation Directorate implemented an internal evaluation program with both the OESO and OENCO classes.
A faculty/instruction evaluation instrument that contains 25 force choice
type questions (16 questions on quality of instruction, 9 questions on
quality of instructors and 4 free response questions) is being administered
seven times during the resident phase at the end of major blocks of instruction. An additional FTX/End of Course questionnaire will be
administered in the final week of the FTX. A student environment questionnaire to determine the degree to which environmental and administrative
factors impact on the students' stay at OETC is also administered during
the course. These evaluation instruments have provided many substantive
perceptions from students concerning OETC instruction and administrative
support that will contribute to a continuing effort to upgrade these areas
to the highest quality standards. All the data is collected, compared,
analyzed, and a written report is furnished to the commander and the other
directorates for action.
Profiency instruments are also being used for the first time and each
student is now required to demonstrate his proficiency in various subject
areas as he completes a major block of instruction. These proficiency
instruments, (LMDC, Memorandum of Understanding, initial client interview,
group interview, and consultant skills,) have been developed in conjunction
with the training faculty. They are administered by trainers and the results are analyzed by the Evaluation Directorate. Several advantages have
accrued as a result of their use. Students are provided immediate feedback
on their learning progress and the Training Center is able to exert a
higher degree of quality control on its graduates.
The external evaluation effort is now in its design phase and will be
initiated in June of this year. This effort will attempt to determine the
nature of OE as practiced in the field, as well as detect strong and weak
areas in present curriculum and doctrine. All OESOs can expect to receive
a questionnaire in June which should take no more than thirty minutes to
complete. The frank and candid views of OESOs operating in the field
should provide some significant insights concerning the overall manner in
which OETC presently prepares its graduates.
In this issue, you will find the initial analysis of the data that was
received from the GOQ qauestionnaire that was sent to all OESOs in December
1978. The response was excellent and it provided some valuable data that
will contribute to the development of an improved assessment instrument.
Significantly, the initial analysis provided some useful data from the field
that was integrated into GOQ instruction presented to the first classes of
this year. We appreciate your response to the questionnaire.
3

CONCEPTS DEVELOPMENT
SFC (P) Bartlett recently attended a course of instruction on job enrichment conducted at Maxwell AFB. Based on his recommendations on the
use of job redesign interventions by OESOs/NCOs, OETC will begin to integrate
these skills into the OE courses. The incorporation of these skills will begin
with a workshop for the staff and faculty in April. Curriculum material
developed in the workshop will be presented to the students of Class 2-79 in
a one day block of instruction.
The AF uses two distinctly different approaches toward job enrichment.
One approach, that developed by Frederick Herzberg entitled OJE (Orthodox
Job Enrichment), leans towards the expert mode of consulting while the other
method, developed by Richard Hackman, utilizes the consultant in a process
mode. The AF program, attended by SFC (P) Bartlett, was oriented along the
lines of the Hackman model. Regardless of which philosophy is followed, the
aim of both programs is to improve work satisfaction through making work
more meaningful. Job redesign has as its primary goal a significant increase
in job satisfaction. Increased job satisfaction leads to lowering of turnover and enhances quality/quanity of productivity.
What are the elements of a good job? Hackman makes reference to five job
dimensions: skill variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy, and
feedback. It is his contention that these dimensions represent the core aspect~
of any satisfying job.
Initial inspection of job redesign indicates that it will probably not
solve all motivational problems found in Army units. Job redesign has a long
list of failures, but it also has a number of successes. Hopefully, this
approach will complement already existing skills of an OESO and make him/her
even more capable of dealing with organizational problems and change.
Research is continuing with contact being established with UCLA's
quality of work life center and selected civilian companies presently utilizing
socio-tech approaches to organizational design and redesign.
If you are interested in job redesign techniques and theory, contact
SFC(P) Bartlett, Concepts Development, USAOETC, AV: 929-7106/7108.
Spring OD Network
During the period 20 to 23 May 1979 the OD Network will hold it's Spring
Conference in New York City.
The Armed Services have been invited to relate their experiences with
OD in the military. OE in the Army and in the other services will be discussed
during the segment that will be held on the multi-dimensionality of OD. The
presentation will be made between 0815-1200 hrs, 22 May 1979.
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This conference will provide an opportunity for those of you who
are seeking a professional development activity, to network with
military and civilian OD practitioners.
For further information contact ........ MAJ Dick White
OEC&S
AV 929-7106/7108
Training Developments
SOCIO-TECHNICAL TRAINING
Instruction in socio-technical OE techniques is being tested in the
current OESO course. Job Enrichment methods and techniques are among
others being given to students in Class 2-79.
OE PUBLICATIONS
Training Developments continues to publish materials aimed at
supporting the OESO in the field as well as providing instruction to
Army leaders and supervisors. An annotated bibliography of the courses
is contained in this issue in the Resources section under the heading of
Military Publications.
If you have any ideas about the kind of publications we might develop
in the future please let us know. We are particularly interested in
what your views might be concerning additional correspondence courses.
POC: MAJ PAUL J. ROCK, AV 929-7058/9.
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TRAINING DIRECTORATE
1. The Training Directorate is presently organized into three
instructional divisions and an operations division that oversees
the library and learning center. The instructional divisions and
the division heads are as follows:
INDIVIDUAL SKILLS DIVISION - LTC FISHER
ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS DIVISION - LTC BRADFORD
CONSULTING SKILLS DIVISION - MAJ(P) COKE
LTC Van Eynde has assumed the position of Deputy Director of Training.
Special project officers have been assigned to coordinate the Training
Directorate's efforts at the Pre-Command Course and Key Managers Course.
2. OESOC 3-79 will be on FTX during the period 22 Aug - 22 Sep 79 and
OESOC 4-79 during the period 31 Oct - 1 Dec 79. The Training Directorate
is interested in lining up FTX sites for CY 80. Interested OESOs/
installations are invited to contact OETC.
FTX SITES 1979
2-79

Ft. Hood, TX
Rock Island Arsenal. IL

3-79

Ft. Lee, VA
Ft. Knox, KY
TARCOM, Warren, MI

4-79

Ft. Carson, CO
Ft. Devens, MA
AG Center, Washington

(Tentative)

COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP FOR THE
ARMY TRAINING BOARD, FORT EUSTIS, VA.
In April, a 2-day workshop will be conducted at Ft. Eustis, VA for the
Army Training Board. The purpose of the workshop is to provide interpersonal communication skills training for Army Training Board instructors.
The training will focus on facilitation skills communications. win-lose
situations, group decision making, conflict management for small groups,
active listening and group development theory. The need to improve group
facilitation skills and interpersonal communications has been recognized
by the Army Training Board, and this will be the first workshop where
OETC faculty will assist other Army trainers in the development of
6

facilitation skills. An evaluation will be conducted to determine
if additional training is needed.
The training will be conducted
by the following OETC faculty members:
LTC Bill Fisher
'MAJ Ernie Lenz
MAJ Stan Dulin
CPT Randy Duke will present the workshop.
STRESS MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP FOR
ARMY, NAVY AND AIR FORCE NURSES
In March, a 2 day stress workshop was conducted atHayesArmy hospital,
Ft Ord,Ca for 24 Army, Navy and Air Force Nurses. The purpose of the
workshop was to provide participants with information to reduce
organizational and individual stress.
Stress has been called the emotional virus of the 70's. It can be highly
contagious and it affects most of us every day. Yet, surprisingly enough,
few recognize what stress does to us or know that it can be made to work
in our favor. In the military, concerns for the impact of stress on the
health of workers and productivity is increasing. Commanders are becoming
aware, both in financial and human terms, of the cost of their fast paced,
deadline oriented ways of operating. The pace of change and daily pressures
of life in general serve to compound the pressures of work--often with costly
results.
For example, the United States clearing house for mental health information
recently reported that U.S. industry has had a $17 billion annual decrease
in its productive capacity over the last few years due to stress induced
mental dysfunctions. Similarly, other studies estimate even greater losses
arising form stress induced physical illnesses. Between $10 and $20 billion
are lost annually due to lost workdays, hospitalizations and deaths caused
by stress.
The need for training in stress is increasing and this workshop for military
nurses is the first conducted by OETC in a hospital setting. LTC William
R. Fisher and CPT Randy Duke conducted the training.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM THE GOQ
REVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE
lLT PRICE
MR. SAVARD
INTRODUCTION
Feedback from the field and OESOC students for sometime past has
indicated a need for an in-depth review of the GOQ. The GOQ Review
Questionnaire was designed to explore that need. This article presents
a summary of preliminary findings and planned follow-up action from the
analysis of the responses to the Review Questionnaire. Four hundred
(400) questionnaires were sent in Nov 78 to a target population of OESOs
and OETC staff and faculty members. A 64% (255 respondees) return was
achieved.
BACKGROUND
The GOQ was designed as a diagnostic instrument for use in the assessment step of the four step OE process. It has been used in the field by
OESOs since 1975, and has been part of OETC classroom instruction and FTX
training since that time.
Information was gathered by the Review Questionnaire covering the
GOQ's purpose, adequacy, use, processing difficulties, instrument complexity, effectiveness of GOQ training, and attitudes of GOQ users
towards the instrument.
METHODOLOGY
The GOQ Review Questionnaire format consisted of three demographic
questions, 28 Likert type scalar questions, five factual reponse questions
two fill in questions, and one open-end question. The 39 questions measured,
in addition to the demographics and the narrative responses, five (5)
areas of interest: (1) use and usefulness of the GOQ, (2) difficulties
in using the GOQ, (3) support required to use the GOQ, (4) OETC training
for the GOQ and (5) data processing for the GOQ. Respondents were also
encouraged (if they so desired) to send copies of their revisions to the
GOQ or actual marked-up copies of the GOQ showing their revisions. A
limited number of these were received and are being considered.
RESULTS
This preliminary report provides findings and conclusions of a some
what limited scope, however, the processing of the data and statistical
techniques used in arriving at the results were thourough, rigorous and in
some cases quite sophisticated, e.g., factor and discriminant analysis.
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The data is presented in the form of percentages, significance levels
and comparisons of medians. No class specific (5-88 excepted) rank,
grade, faculty and staff, or geographic (MACOMs etc.) data comparisons
are shown.
The GOQ was viewed as a valuable assessment tool by 87% of those
responding, however, 57% indicated that it was not being extensively used
at their installation and 40% of the respondents felt the GOQ was useful
~when it was modified for local conditions.
The GOQ was indicated as difficult to process by 59% of those participating. Administration support (survey preparation, keypunch, scanner
operations, etc.) was considered inadequate by 43% of the respondents.
Eight-eight percent (88%) of the OESOs felt that NOCs trained to do
survey data processing would be helpful. GOQ instruction provided at
OETC was perceived to be inadequate by 51% of the field OESOs, however,
67% of the students in class 5-78 considered the GOQ training to be
adequate.
A comparison of GOQ users vs nonusers was made for the purpose of
highlighting some of the problems which may be contributing to the limited
use of the GOQ in the field. Results of this analysis revealed that user
and nonuser responses were significantly different (p .05) for thirteen
questionnaire items. Table 1 graphically displays the median responses
made by users and nonusers for these questions.
CONCLUSIONS
1.
Respondents to the GOQ Review Questionnaire perceive the GOQ to
be a valuable assessment tool, which can provide the client and the OESO
with useful information about the organization.
2.
Use of the GOQ is limited, because of problems in processing,
installation administration support and OETC GOQ training. These problem
areas may partially explain why the GOQ is viewed as time consuming and
difficult to handle.
3.
Those who use the GOQ tend to view it as mroe valuable and useful
than those who don't; and perceive fewer processing problems, and better
installation administration support.
4.
Users also feel processing of the GOQ is less time consuming
and analysis is more easily accomplished.
5.
Users appear to believe that it is necessary to make local modifications to the GOQ in order to obtain more useful and meaningful results.
6.
Some GOQ items are particualrly confusing because of the language
used and/or the level of reading ability required. Placement of the demographic items also seems to be an area of confusion.
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TABLE I
MEDIAN RESPONSES OF USERS AND NONUSERS
FOR SELECTED QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS
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User
**************************
Nonuser ***********************
User
********************
The GOQ is widely used throughout
2.
the Army.
Nonuser ******************
User
*****************
Use of the GOQ is consistent
3.
throughout the Army
Nonuser ***************
User
********************
The GOQ is only useful if it is
4.
modified for local conditions
Nonuser *****************
User
***************************
The GOQ provides useful information
5.
for planning OE operations
Nonuser ************************
User
**********************
The GOQ provides useful information
6.
about Equal Opportunity
Nonuser *******************
User
****************************
7.
GOQ computer printouts are useful
for data feedback
Nonuser *************************
The GOQ is easily understood
User
**********************
8.
Nser ******************
9.
The GOQ is easily processed
User
*****************
Nonuser ***************
10. The GOQ is easily analyzed
User
**********************
Nonuser ****************
11. The GOQ is easily interpreted
*******************
User
Nonuser **************
12. The GOQ is too time consuming
User
******************
Nonuser *********************
13. Administration support is adequate
User
********************
at my post
Nonuser **************
*Results of statistical tests reveal that the differences in resources to these
items have 95% probability (.05 significance level) of occurence and therefore
represent a real difference in perception between users and non-users.

1.

The GOQ is a useful assessment
tool
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7.
A very high percentage of respondents feel that NCOs trained
in SURVEY program data processing, quality control, and scanner program
set up would be an asset in the OE office in the field.
8.
An exploratory study is needed to determine possible means other
than the SIDPERS scanner to process survey answer sheets.
9.
Based on highlights of the GOQ Review Questionnaire and recommendations made by respondents the GOQ needs to be critically reviewed
for revision and simplification.
10. The new POI developed for the GOQ module of the course and used
first with class 5-78 may partially account for the higher response ratings
which that class gave in that area.
FUTURE ACTIONS

1.
In view of the high rating given OETC training on the GOQ by
class 5-78, and considering that the GOQ Block of Instruction has been
recently revised, the Director of Evaluation (DOE) will conduct a followup evaluation with OESOs from class 5-78 and at least the first two CY 79
classes to determine if greater GOQ use is occurring.
MACOMs will be encouraged to explore data processing and adminis2.
tration support problems to determine what steps can be taken to correct
these difficulties.
3.
The DOE will examine the GOQ to determine the level of reading
difficulty, and will be prepared to revise and statistically test questionnaire items consistent with these findings.
4.
The ADMINCEN systems Design Directorate will be requested to explore
procedures and equipment that may be used, in place of the SIDPERS Scanner,
to process survey answer sheets.
5.
OETC will study the possible survey data processing role of the
OENCO, to determine how to best support the needs of the OESO in OE
assessment. These findings could then be used to design an appropriate OETC data processing training module for the OENCO.
6. The DOE will be reviewing the process by which OESOs modify the GOQ
for local conditions, especially evaluating the impact of such change on the
instruments validity. When conducting this evaluation the DOE will be considering the possibility of developing an item pool which may be used when
local changes are deemed necessary.
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7. The ODE and ADMINCEN Systems Design Directorate will plan to examine
the optical scan answer sheet for format revision use with scanner equipment and distribution throughout Army forms distribution centers.
Additional information will be available in the final GOQ Review
Questionnaire report. MACOMs and other commands can get data specific
to their organization by requesting it from the OETC Evaluation Directorate.
POC is Mr. Savard, AUTOVON 929-7980/4574.
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FEEDBACK FORUM
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OE/OESO EFFORTS UPDATED
CPT BIRDIE J. NUCKOLS
OESO, USAGY
B. T. MICKLEY
OESO, 1st SIG BDE

PROBLEM: The MACOM ACofS J3 was tasked to provide input to Cdr, TRADOC,
concerning:
{1)
(2)
(3)

The adequacy of entry level training conducted at
BCT/AIT/OSUT
Whether or not soldiers arriving in their unit of assignment from AIT can perform tasks taught in BCT/AIT/OSUT
according to the standards in the Soldier's Manual
The accuracy of the Commander's Manual

ASSISTANCE PROVIDED: After a survey was developed by the J3 project
officer, the undersigned were contacted and requested to review the
survey instrument to determine if it would gather the information desired.
After a series of interviews with the project officer and research of the
materials associat~d with the study (Commander's Guides and Soldier's
Manuals for various MOS}, a linear grid matrix was developed which consolidated several questions in a linear format and simplified the
gathering of necessary information. The information gathering session
was conducted in small groups with facilitators available to answer
questions and guide the process.
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FORT CARSON EVALUATION OF ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS OPERATIONS
CPT Walter L. Stewart
Organizational Diagnostic Division
Human Resources Office
Fort Carson, CO
During October 1978, the Fort Carson Human Resources Office (HRO)
developed plans to evaluate the effectiveness of Organizational
Effectiveness (OE) Operations, Equal Opportunity (EO) Operations and
the Leadership and Management Development Course. The Organizational
Diagnostic Division of the HRO was tasked to conduct the evaluation
program. The following concept paper provides a condensed overview
of the OE evaluation program.
CONCEPT PAPER
SUBJECT:

Evaluation of Organizational Effectiveness Operations.

PURPOSE:

To Determine the Effect of Organizational Effectiveness (OE)
on Unit Operations.

HYPOTHESIS H:

Organizational Effectiveness operations have positive
effects on unit operations.

To provide data for acceptance or rejection of the basic hypothesis,
the study will evaluate six operations in which OE techniques were
utilized, with a central objective of disproving and rejecting the
following Null hypothesis:
NULL HYPOTHESIS Ho

=

Organizational Effectiveness Operations have no
positive affects on unit operations.

To provide a basis to disprove and reject the Null Hypothesis, data will
be collected through four mediums.
Collection Medium

Category
REACTIONS - How the
operation was received.

Observation, Interviews and
Questionnaires.

II.

LEARNING - Principle, Facts,
and Techniques learned.

Tests and Questionnaires.

III.

BEHAVIOR - Changes in job
behavior that resulted from
the operations.

Observations, Interviews,
Questionnaires and Historical Data.

I.
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IV.

RESULTS- Tangible results
in terms of reduced costs,
improved quantity and
quality, etc.

Interviews, Surveys, Observation
and Historical Data Analysis.

To develop and assess the effectiveness of the evaluation program, six
different types of OE Operations will be evaluated. These operations
are:
1.

Gl Team Development Operations

2.

Division Reenlistment Operations

3.

Fort Carson Officers Club Operations

4.

Aviation Battalion Operation

5.

Ten - Battalion Transition Operations

6.

Leadership and Management Development Course

~

The design for these six evaluations will consist of a combinational
systems analysis and multivariate statistical experimental format. Each
design will include an analysis of the input variables; process of the
operation; and the output variables. The following four designs will
form the basis for the evaluation:
Explanations
X = OE Operation.

x1 , x2 , x3 indicates successive operations.

0 = Data Collection period before, during and after
o2 , 03 indicates successive time periods.
Oc = Control Group. Did not have an OE Operation.
Ot

Group which had an OE Operation.

R = Random Selection Process
S =Stratified or "matched" Selection Process.
P = Placebo Operation.
1)

PRE-ANALYSIS- PROCESS ANALYSIS- POST ANALYSIS

Design Notation:

o1 - x1 - o2

16

an OE Operation.

o1 ,

This evaluation design analyzes the status of unit operations and input
variables prior to the OE assessment; during the conduct of the OE
assessment, feedback and implementation phases; and, unit operations
and output variables after the OE operation and implementation phases.
2)

COMPLEX MULTI-PROCESS OPERATION WITH TIME SERIES

Design Notation:

R
R
R
R

a, - x,
a,
a, x,
a,

The complex-time design assesses the 11 analysis of variance 11 of input
variables of more than one unit over time periods with different inputs
and implementations for each unit during the same time period. Each
unit•s operation and input variables would be analyzed prior to the OE
assessment; during the conduct of the OE assessment, feedback and the
implementation phase; and unit operations and output variables after the
implementation phase.
3)

STATIC CONTROL GROUP COMPARISON

Design Notation:

S

X Ot

Variance

oc
The static group comparison analyzes the state of unit operations of like
units with one group undergoing a complete four step OE operation with
the second (control) group having no contact with OE.
4)

SOLOMON GROUP IV

Design Notation:

R
R

R
R

The Solomon 4 design is similar to the complex multi-operation format
with two added elements. In the place of an OE operation one unit would
receive a 11 Placebo 11 operation. One control group would be involved in
only the post analysis.
GENERAL DESIGNS AND OPERATIONS SYNOPSIS
The designs for the six selected operations were developed around three
major objectives:
To determine the effects of OE operations on unit operations.
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To provide data to reject the Null Hypothesis.
To develop standard methods of evaluation for OE operations with
major emphasis on four step process" battalion operations and transition operations.
11

I.

OPERATION:
Design:

Gl Team Development Operation

Pre-Analysis - Process Analysis - Post Analysis
Category I and II mediums for data
collection utilizing interviews,
observations and the McBer Climate
Survey.
An initial assessment was conducted utilizing individual
structured interviews and the McBer Climate Survey (short
version). Feedback was conducted with the Gl. A workshop was conducted with the Gl and all personnel he rates.
The workshop clarified roles, issues and derived a commitment list. Follow-up operations were conducted with
an assessment utilizing the initial structured interview
format with additional questions and the McBer Climate
Survey.

Synopsis:

Measurement Index:
II.

OPERATION:
Design:

Six McBer Climate Survey Indications.

Reenlistment Operations

Complex multi-process operation with time series.
Category I, III & IV mediums for data collection utilizing
interviews, historical data analysis and the General
Organization Questionnaire and reenlistment survey.

Synopsis:

An assessment of all brigade and
separate battalion size unit reenlistment programs was conducted.
Action planning sessions were
conducted with the reenlistment
personnel of each assessed unit.
Feedback sessions were conducted
with each unit commander. The
reenlistment personnel briefed the
proposed action plan. Some units
implemented the action plan.
Follow-up operations were conducted
during different time periods with
each unit. Follow-up operations
were conducted utilizing the same
format as the initial operation.
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Measurement Index:
III.

OPERATION:
Design:

Number/Percentage of Personnel Reenlisting.

Fort Carson Officers Club

Pre-Analysis - Process Analysis - Post Analysis
Category I and IV mediums for data collection utilizing
interviews, observations, survey and club historical
data.
An assessment of club operations was conducted utilizing
structured individual and group interviews and a 26 item
survey completed by club members. The data was fedback.
An action planning workshop was conducted with club
personnel and the director of personnel and community
activities. The action plan was implemented. Follow-up
is scheduled six months after implementation.

Synopsis:

IV.

OPERATION:
Design:

Aviation Battalion

Complex multi-process with time series.
Category I, II and IV mediums for data collection utilizing
interviews, observations, the General Organization
Questionnaire, safety survey and unit historical data.
The unit was assessed utilizing structured interviews and
the General Organization Questionnaire. Feedback was
conducted with the Battalion Commander. Team development
and problem solving/action planning workshops were conducted. Additional operations were conducted which
focused on reenlistment, safety, and airfield operations.
A transition operation was conducted for the new commander
with follow-up scheduled in the future.

Synopsis:

Measurement Index: Review and Analysis Indicators and Fort Carson
Goals Program Indicators.
V.

OPERATION:
Design:
Synopsis:

Battalion Transition Operations

Static Control Group with time series.
This evaluation assesses the unit operations of ten
battalions which conducted transition operations and ten
units which did not participate in OE operations. Unit
operations will be tracked over the tenure of the
commander.
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Measurement Index:
Goals Indicators.
VI.

OPERATIONS:
Design:

Review and Analysis Indicators and Fort Carson

Leadership and Management Development Course

Pre-Analysis - Process Analysis - Post Analysis
Category I, II, III and IV mediums for data collection
utilizing interviews, individual and supervisory evaluations, general organization questionnaire and unit
historical data.

Synopsis:

The management development course will be conducted in
conjunction with an OE operation in a company size
element. All supervisory personnel will receive the
five day Management Development Course.

Measurement Index: Fort Carson Goals Program Indicators and
individual job performance evaluations.
The preliminary findings for each selected operation validates the
hypothesis that OE operations have a positive effect on unit operations.
The final report for each operation will be published in future editions
of the Communique. The reports will include, where possible; statistical
measures and cost benefit analysis factors.
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ARMY READINESS REGION II OE EFFORTS
MAJOR JAMES F. SCHWOOB
PLANS AND ANALYSIS DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS, ARR II
During
convened an
The seminar
OE officers

the period 12-14 December 1978, Army Readiness Region II
Organizational Effectiveness Seminar at Fort Dix, New Jersey.
was developed by the FUSA OE Officer and further supported by
from FORSCOM and DA.

The seminar was a two-part affair. Part one was designed as a
transition period to help orient Major General Oliver W. Dillard, who
recently assumed command of the Region and allow senior personnel in the
Region to get to know him. The principal players were colonels, 06Headquarters' Division Chiefs, Senior Advisors and Readiness Group Chiefs.
In part two, participation was expanded to include several Readiness Coordators and advisors. This session was devoted to how ARR II does business
in comparison to how we could or should do business.
General Dillard set the theme for the seminar by providing four sample
questions to be kept in mind throughout: (1) Where is the Region now?
(2) Where is ti going? (3) What does the Region need to do? (4) What do we
need to do to get there? The questions provided the overall goals for the
seminar and encouraged the participants to do some self-analysis.
Workgroups were organized to look at individual concerns in several areas.
Goals and priorities, strengths, weaknessess and anticipated problems were
examined. The core mission of the Region was defined. General Dillard responded to questions developed to relate information Region personnel wanted
to know about him and his policies. Workgroups were then expanded and thought
given to further definition of problems and some thought given to solutions.
Following the OE seminar, the many ideas were sifted and consolidated
into 12 problem statements. The 12 problem or project statements were
further refined as to standards and results desired. In-process Reviews
and tentative completion dates were established. Depending upon the type
and magnitude of the problem being considered, it is addressed by either
a committee or action officer. With the exception of one continuing project,
all projects are scheduled for completion by 1 May 1979.
In addition, a paralled process was undertaken which will consider some of
the same problems under study above. The FORSCOM Organizational Effectiveness
Office is conducting a project entitled "A Systems Approach to Reserve
Component Assistance". Unlike the other studies, this project considers what
ARR II can do with current assets to provide better support. The study will
focus on four objectives: (1) Determine what the Region is currently trying
to do; (2) Determine how to build a system within the current structure to do
what the Region says it is trying to do; (3) Determine ways to objectively
measure what the Region does; and (4) Determine ways to evaluate the
contribution made by the sub-elements of the Region.
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The methodology will require interviews and questionnaires for both
Active and Reserve Component personnel. The FORSCOM OESO will be assisted
by OE personnel from DA, First US Army and Fort Dix. Army Readiness Region
II hopes to implement some of the resulting ideas this summer with an evalua~ion in the fall.
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SITREP:

"DE IS ALIVE AND WELL IN THE 82D AIRBORNE DIVISION"
MAJ(P) PETER M. ELSON
CPT(P) WILLIAM G. DUVAL
82d ABN DIV OESOs

Since its inception into the 82 Airborne Division in 1975, Organizational Effectiveness {DE) has continued to grow and mature as a viable
and acceptable leadership/management process. The benefits in the form
of a more effective, combat ready division and more aware leaders have
far outweighed the costs in terms of time and money spent for DE operations
and DE activities.
The Division has been very active in the use of the DE process during
1978. Since January 1978, the Division DE section has been actively engaged in assisting commanders throughout the Division in making their
units and personnel more effective in both garrison and field operations.
During the year, the Division DE section planned and coordinated such DE
activities as: the 3d Division Management Conference . . . an Assistant
Division Commander/Separate Battalion Commanders' Management Conference .
a Division Staff Management Conference . . . an infantry brigade management
conference . . . numerous battalion level DE operations and conferences
to include the use of an Organizational Effectiveness Staff Officer (OESO)
during a battalion Army Readiness Training Evaluation Program (ARTEP).
the Division's Career Planning Seminar (CPS) program . . . and the Leadership and Management Development Course (LMDC). The highlight of DE
activities this year was the Division Management Conference III (DMC III)
conducted off-post at Southern Pines, North Carolina.
Division Management Conference III was preceded by a full scale
assessment of the five major subordinate commands (the three infantry
brigades, Division Artillery and the Division Support Command), the Division's seven separate battalions and the Division staff. DE staff officers
conducted group interviews with private El 's up through the assistant
division commanders. Over 25 group and 25 individual interviews were
completed. The immense amount of data collected was reduced to address
three specific goal areas: The Division's state of READINESS . . . the
QUALITY OF LIFE for the individual trooper and his dependents, . . . and
the trooper's CONFIDENCE IN THE CHAIN OF COMMAND.
These major areas were the areas of principal concern to Major General
Roscoe Robinson, Jr., the Division Commander. The assessment data was
combined with an In-Process Review of the last previous Division Management
Conference (DMC II) conducted in October 1976. Based upon this combined
assessment data and the recommendation of OESOs, Major General Robinson
decided to limit the number of participants at DMC III to the Division
11
Top Team 11 •
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The 11 Top Team 11 consisted of the commanding general, the assistant
division commanders, the division command sergeant major, the five major
subordinate commanders and their command sergeants major, and the
division general and special staff officers, for a total of 26 conference
participants.
This 11 Top Team 11 design was decided upon in order to allow the assistant division commanders, the chief of staff, and the major subordinate
commanders the opportunity to conduct their own conference with their own
11
TOP Leaders 11 upon return from the division conference. Limiting the
participants to the 11 Top Team 11 was thought to produce a 11 cascade effect 11
(a term coined by Captain (P) John J. Hennessey, a former Division OESO).
The results of DMC III would be allowed to 11 Cascade 11 downward from
Division Headquarters to lower levels. Each major subordinate commander
would have the option of conducting a conference at his level.
DMC III was held in mid-April and developed into an intensive, threeday team building, problem-solving and action-planning session. At the
conclusion of DMC III, the participants voiced the opinions that while all
problems had not been completely solved, great strides had been toward
achieving that goal.
A total of nine action plans resulted from the conference. Three
action plans were developed in each of the three major goal areas of
readiness, quality of life, and confidence in the chain of command.
Within the READINESS category, action plans were developed in the
areas of maintenance, equipment taskings, and squad and platoon level
training. Within the QUALITY OF LIFE category, action plans resulted in
the areas of soldier and dependent awareness of their benefits, barracks
improvement, and family problems. Under CONFIDENCE IN THE CHAIN OF COMMAND,
action plans were developed in the areas of broken or unfilled promises and
unresolved soldier problems, leadership at platoon and squad level, and
professional development of NCOs.
Upon return from the conference, the chief of staff assigned the nine
action plans to action officers in Gl, G3 and G4 for further study,
staffing, and coordination. The results were six revised action plans in
the areas of soldier benefits, equipment loans, NCO responsibilities and
development, leader performance counseling, barracks improvement, and
family life programs. These six action plans recommended certain changes
in the form of changes to policy through command policy letters, changes
to existing regulations, and numerous other implementing actions.
Based upon the results of DMC III, the assistant division commanders
for operations, the chief of staff and several of the major subordinate
commanders decided to hold their own DE-orchestrated management conferences
in June and July 1978. All of the conferences accomplished the goals set
by the conference leaders.
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Since January 1978, the Division OESOs have continued to be actively
involved in OE operations at battalion level. These operations have included, but have not been limited to, several transition workshops, and
evaluation/follow-up conference, and Army General Inspection preparation
conference, a battalion motor maintenance workshop and five battalion
level complete 4-step OE operations. Several of the battalion level OE
operations were initiated as a result of either the Division Management
Conference or the Assistant Division Commander/Separate Battalion Commanders
Management Conference. An infantry battalion commander requested that an
OESO accompany his battalion during its ARTEP. During the ARTEP, a
Division OESO administered a short (15 item) survey to 50 respondents. The
OESO was also available to observe communication flow, troop-leading procedures, decision-making, inter-personnel relations and staff processes and
report his observations directly to the battalion commander, on the spot.
Recently, the OE section has revitalized a Career Planning Seminar (CPS)
for first term soldiers. These soldiers were between 120 to 90 days from
their enlisted time in service release date. The CPS remains a one-day
seminar designed to help first term soldiers experience an easier transition
from the military into civilian life. A Department of the Army civilian
from the Fort Bragg Education Center has been trained to conduct the CPS
for small groups of troopers in a single battalion. Spin-offs from the
seminar have been higher reenlistment rates and more highly motivated
"short timers".
Other complementary activities of the Division OE section during 1978
included: twelve Leadership and Management Development Course (LMDC)
classes presented to the junior leaders of the Division by LMDTC qualified
trainers, four Division commander/company commander conferences, two
seperate company OE operations, and numerous surveys for Department of the
Army, FORSCOM and XVIII Airborne Corps.
1978 has been a good year for OE in the 82d Airborne Division for
several reasons. Major General Robinson's acceptance and use of OE at
division level has been a key reason. The leadership climate General
Robinson has established in the Division is such that OE is completely
voluntary. Some commanders use it, others do not. OE is viewed as a
support system or process that is available to commanders on call. The
1978 OE situation report (SITREP) for the 82d Airborne Division is as
follows: "OE is alive and well in the All American Division".
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PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT FOR EXECUTIVES:
MANAGEMENT TRAINING THAT COMPLEMENTS OE
MAJ Mario Macaluso
OESO, Sixth Army
Are you aware of an executive seminar called Personnel Management for
Executives (PME)? This is a Department of the Army-sponsored executive
training program designed to broaden the executive's perspective of the
role of personnel management in relation to the total management
function. In meeting graduates of the PME (there are many on this
installation) I found there are some powerful allies out there waiting
to be asked and willing to use OE once they discover our common ground.
The following quotation from the foreword of the course brochure is
indicative of how PME relates to OE: "In recent years, industry and
government have placed growing emphasis on the development of executive
talent. This emphasis results from recognition of the fact that as
private and public organizations became more complex, greater executive
ability is required to operate them. More and more of the executive's
attention is being directed to the management of people. The increasing
complexity of operations highlights the need for the executive to rely
on the combined efforts of many people associated with him in his organization. The competent executive today is one who recognizes that the
success of his organization depends on human cooperation. He wants his
management team to be more expert in managing human resources, his
operating officials to be better personnel managers."
PME is usually conducted three times a year at various regional training
centers through the cooperation and sharing of resources and talents of
Army organizations and headquarters within specific regions. There are
six regions in CONUS, one in Hawaii and one in Europe. The DA DCSPER
provides general guidance to these regional training centers. This
includes conducting institutes for regional coordinators and their
conference staffs.
PME is not a course of instruction in the traditional sense. It is
designed to help participants find better ways of dealing with management problems for which there can be no pat answers. Actual management
situations from government and private industry are analyzed to increase
insight into the managerial and human relations aspects involved, to
identify problems and to consider possible solutions and courses of
action. Case discussions involving people of widely varying education
and experience backgrounds stimulate awareness and perspectives as well
as managerial and organizational issues. Information on personal
management theory, research findings, and new approaches and trends is
furnished. Case studies, articles, current films and highly qualified
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lecturers drawn from universities, industry and government provide
issues for study and discussion.
As an example, speakers and topics from the West Coast Region Conference
I attended (administered by the US Army Engineer District, Seattle,
Washington) included:
a. Mr. Louis Tice, Pacific Institute, Motivational Psychology and
Goal Setting.
b. Mr. Lorey T. Misel, Director Northwest Counseling and Training
Center, Transactional Analysis.
c. Dr. Borje 0. Saxberg, University of Washington, Management
Theory, Human Relations and the Nature of Man.
d. Mr. Gus Economos, DePaul University, Informal Leadership and
Leadership Type.
e. Dr. Robert Carney, Georgia Tech University, Reappraisal of
Supervision and Management Involvement.
f. Dr. Dale Henning, University of Washington, Leadership and
Communication.
g. Dr. Philip R. Harris, Harris International Consultants,
Management of Planned Organizational Change.
The above array, combined with small group discussion and experiential
learning exercises, are typical of a PME conference. PME offers stimulating presentations in a comfortable live-in setting, with a group of
highly motivated and successful executives.
As a follow-on from PME, you, as an OESO, have a unique opportunity.
Attendees are given at least one presentation on planned organizational
change and organizational development; however, OE per se is not
mentioned. This I found to be of critical importance because a PME
graduate who returns to his work environment excited about the recently
presented ideas and theories and looking for opportunities may not be
tempted to take some risks and try a little new behavior outside the
classroom without reinforcement. Unaware of the capabilities or even
~eexistence of an OESO, the executive might tend to shelve new ideas
and get quickly caught up in the routine that existed prior to training.
Take the opportunity to welcome the executive (usually 05 and above or
GS-12 and above) back to the working environment and explain to the
receptive listener that you, as a result of your 5Z ASI, are conversant,
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if not expert, in the subjects in which he or she has just spent two
intensive weeks learning and participating. More than likely they will
be responsive to the potential value of your services and willing to
become a client or serve as a reference for you.
Forewarned is forearmed. Go meet these graduates. Local Civilian
Personnel Officers are the PME coordinators and can provide a listing
of attendees for you. Attend the course yourself (waivers for grade
are obtainable) and you will get invaluable professional development
and reinforcement.
Personnel Management for Executives has seeded your installation, and
as a method of extending your efforts, this approach may be helpful.
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ZEN AND THE .45 CALIBER
OR
HOW TO QUALIFY WITHOUT REALLY TRYING
MAJ(P) AL COKE
OETC
Dan•s announcement at the staff conference that we would all go to
the range Friday morning for annual qualification brought back instant
memories. There I was again in a tiny Asian country sitting on the
bunker overlooking a garbage filled moat, the warm wind in my face as
the last rays of sunlight silhouetted the distant coconut palms. The
weight of the pistol wedged into my hand, its cold biting plastic grips,
and the recoil of the slide are very real to this day. After expending
hundreds of rounds I•m still a pistol novice; and the rats are still
multiplying in the garbage. A second statement that the bus would leave
at 0830 brought me back to the here and now of reality.
My concerns began to surface during the day. As the new guy with
the unit I certainly didn•t want to look bad by shooting a low score; but
how was I to practice on such short notice? Since that was out, I had to
come up with something better.
The air was crisp as we stepped off the bus at the range the next
morning. Everything was arranged with the usual military precision required when handling live ammunition. I listened intently to the safety
briefing and the range officer•s explanation of the tables to be fired.
Stuffing in my earplugs I approached the designated point to await firing
instructions.
I knew I would turn in a good score when I picked up the slabsided
weapon. My approach was simple! Don•t fight the problem--just do it. I
had read about ZEN and its application to several sports; so why couldn•t
it be applied to pistol shooting? My past experience with bait casting,
water skiing, and wing shooting had caused me to believe there was some
truth to the theory of natural body skills. Within the hour and 36 rounds
later, I proved my point.
Basically, the firing tables were set up for a maximum of 300 points
or 10 points per round expended. Each shooter is given 40 rounds, spread
over several exercises involving magazine changes, single target engagement,
and multiple target engagements. I became so engrossed with the sheer joy
of shooting that I expended 6 rounds needlessly. Of the 36 rounds I had
35 hits or 50 points ABOVE the maximum required to qualify as an expert.
That performance raises an interesting question. How does an
individual who hasn•t fired a pistol in 7 years pick up an unfamiliar weapon
and, with no practice, qualify as an expert?
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Driving heme that night I tried to answer my own question. By reviewing the firing procedures used, my thoughts were to logically explain
my good fortune.
This was difficult. All I could remember was the sound
of the range officer's voice and the bullet striking the target. Only
with great difficulty could I recall the normal steps taught in pistol
shooting: Target identification, body shift to the correct target; bring
the weapon down; line up the sights; breath in and let a little out; now
hold it; relax and squeeze the trigger. I had to make an effort to
remember my shooting basics. What I could remember was a total involvement
between myself, the weapon, the target, and the beautiful setting of the
morning. The command to fire was only the catalyst to complete the entire
process of the bullet striking the target. This attitude or balance of the
entire environment is closely related to several oriental philosophies.
Before we go any further it may be necessary to explain ZEN as it
relates to sports. Basically, the philosophy is that there is a natural
athlete in us that can perform an event. However, beginning with childhood development, the body is taught a social and psychological "override
system". We learn very early that to be a good scorer we must master the
mysterious fundamentals. Great care is taken to disect the physical
motions, photographing them from different angles, using instant replay
to capture the living action, writing books about them, modeling the
techniques of those who ~o well, and holding clinics to discuss their
pros and cons. Witness the tennis and golf clinics. Thru this we talk
ourselves out of an ability we already have by forcing it to become a
mechanical sequence instead of allowing a natural state of harmony to exist.
Does this sound a bit kookie? Let's switch sports for a minute to
further explain the theory. Think about throwing a fishing plug. How does
the good fisherman flip the bait within inches of a stump with almost no
effort? Watch him switch tackle and continue with the same efficiency!
Do you think it comes from practice alone? Ask him how he knows where the
plug will land and how he makes it happen under all conditions. You'll
be surprised at the answers. Now ask yourself, what is it that I do well
when I don't think about what I'm doing? Chances are, you'll have at
least one skill to relate. You're having a ZEN experience and didn't even
know it.
But back on the range. How is my experience translated to training
pistol shooters? First, I'm not advocating training beginners with totally
free form. Some safety factors must be accounted (for) in mass training.
Second, I doubt my performance could have been achieved without an understanding of some thoery and a positive attitude. Generally, the following
conditions must exist for such a phenomenon to occur.
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1. The shooter must know the mechanical function of the weapon.
After all, a gun is simply a piece of equipment. Forget the emotional
safety slogans guns don't kill--people do". Once the act of moving the
trigger occurs, a mechanical process is set in motion. Understand that
process.
11

2.
The shooter must not focus on the weapon, but rather relegate
it to a proper perspective in the shooting experience. Perhaps too much
glamor is attached to the physical property of the weapon on conventional
ranges; thereby, throwing off the balance of the experience. Skeet and
trap ranges are classical examples of shooters raving over the beauty of
the gold inlay instead of focusing on the total experience.
3.
The shooter must not fear the weapon or its recoil. To fear,
also upsets the balance. This is extended to the fear of not hitting the
target. Again, an unbalanced system is created with too much focus on
one single portion of the experience. The basic example here is the
shooter with a perfect String" recognizes his score and throws the last
shot.
11

Unless these conditions exist, the shooting experience is unduly biased.
Mechanically training a shooter will overcome some of the out of focus
areas, but the problem will resurface in another form. Recall the shooter
who finally gets his elbows down on his ankles only to find his breath
control shot to pieces? The natural body skills account for all those
mechanical errors.
Where does that leave the average shooter who understands the shooting
sports but doesn't fire regularly? For familiarization or annual qualification for those folks, the natural body skills technique may be appropriate
to supplememt the basics. I seriously doubt ZEN would catch on as a
revolutionary method in any large scale simply because of its believability.
Too much has been invested in the printed word for a philosophy to replace
a tradition. Because the concept is a philosophy, it is perhaps more
appropriately an individual endeavor and not intended to replace Camp Perry.
However, if you are faced with the qualification dilemma-remember-it can
be done without really trying.
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COMMUNIQUE TEAR OUT SHEETS
Make it pragmatic. It must contain information--workshops-ideas--articles that OESO's can use to make OE work in the Army.
That' s the mission of the COMMUNI QUE. "
11

These were the directions given to the editor of the first issue
of the COMMUNIQUE by the Commander, OETC. And to this end,
countless people have worked long hours.
However, to meet the needs of OESO's, we must know what you want-what you need--what would be most helpful--what you have learned.
So, we have included OESO tear out sheets. There are three tear
out sheets, each addressing a different topic.
The first tear out sheet addresses a simple but critical topic.
What can we at OETC do to support your OE efforts? What kind of
help do you want from us? How can we assist you? The second tear
out sheet is one which provides an opportunity for you to discuss
your OE efforts with other OESO's. It provides an opportunity for
you to share innovative ideas--new workshops--new study projects-programs, whatever is working (when working) for you. The third
tear out sheet is to talk about "lessons learned." A great body
of knowledge about different types of interventions resides with
OESO's. OESO's can profit from the lessons learned from those
interventions as the information is presented to them through
the COMMUNIQUE.
Why not spend some time right now and provide us with some much
needed information which will be edited and included in the next
issue of the COMMUNIQUE.
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SUBJECT:

OETC OESO Assistance

Editor
OE Communique
USAOETC
Fort Ord, CA 93941

Tear out #1
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SUBJECT:

OE/OESO Efforts Updated

Editor
OE Communique
USAOETC
Fort Ord, CA 93941

Tear out #2
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SUBJECT:

OE Lessons Learned

Editor
OE Communique
USAOETC
Fort Ord, CA 93941

Tear out #3
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THEORY AND PRACTICE
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ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS CONSULTING
WITH SENIOR ARMY EXECUTIVES
SECTION I
INTRODUCTION

LTC Wayne D. Ploger,
OESO, Office of the
Chief of Staff, Army

April 1977 marked the beginning of one of the most remarkable and
challenging organization development start-up activities in the history
of that technology's application. The event was the formation and
chartering of an Organizational Effectiveness (OE) Consulting Office at
Headquarters, Department of the Army (HQDA). With that admittedly
immodest opener, let me outline what I would like to accomplish in this
paper and why.
First, I will present a summary of the key aspects of the Army
Staff OE consulting experience to date. Then, deoarting from the
objective framework, I will offer my subjective observations of the
actual challenges and opportunities we have encountered in providing OE
support to senior Army officials. These observations are based on my
own experience and insights gained from my colleaques.
I hope this combination of objective data and personal views will
serve the following purposes: (1) to share experiences and insights
concerning an enterprise that I believe benefits from sharing, (2) to
allow others (and myself) to reflect upon and challenge our applications
of Organizational Development (OD} technology, and (3} to stimulate
more rigorous research.
SECTION II
AND CHARTER

FOR~1ATION

As one of many initiatives designed to begin integrating the OE
process into the mainstream of the Army, a small OE Consulting Office
was established in Headquarters, Department of the Army, in April 1977.
It was located within the Office of the Chief of Staff directly under
the Army's Director of Management. Its charter: to provide direct OE
consulting support to all staff agencies within the 3000-plus person
Department of the Army Headquarters as well as to selected field
operating agencies. The office attained full authorized strength in
February 1978: five military OE Staff Officers (OESO), one Department
of the Army Civilian OESO and one civilian OE assistant. All OESOs had
extensive prior consulting experience. The OE office was augmented by
the contracted services of a civilian consulting firm which had been
associated with the program throughout its developmental period
(1974-1976).

This is a reprint of a paper presented at the 1978 Military Human
Resource Management Symposium, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
California in November 1978. This paper was presented by LTC Ploger.
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THE CONSULTING CLIMATE
In many respects, the OE office can be viewed as the envy of any
consulting firm, having a virtually "captive" client system. From an
Army-\'tide perspective it was essential that if OE \'las to be seen as a
total institutional process, it had to be viewed as functioning viably
at all levels. Additionally, the efficacy of the OE process already
had been demonstrated in complex staff environments in earlier pilot
projects. An important feature of OE is that it is intended as a pull
system, i.e., users of the service ask for it. At the same time, we
must realistically acknowledge the vital influence exercised by a few
key OE supporters on the Staff at the start who made it "easier" for
other leaders to conclude that OE would result in beneficial outcomes.
Preeminent among these supporters were several senior general officers
who had experienced OE in the field. The point is, the office started
in an environment of considerable skepticism but still with more than
enough support to launch a credible operation. Very little missionary
work was needed, and not having enough clients to keep us busy never has
been a problem.
ORGANIZING FOR SUPPORT - A THIN SPREAD
Sensible decisions on how to distribute our support had to be made
early. There are over 20 different principal and special staff agencies
on the Army Staff, each managed by a general officer at the three or two
star level. Virtually all of these agencies have requested and received
some form of OE consulting support during the past year. Some of this
support has been very extensive and demanding of OE resources. In other
cases, support has been quite shallow and perfunctory. Additional demands
center around support to portions of the Army Secretariat, special ad hoc
study groups, regular and special conferences, and standing committees.
In order to assure some degree of predictability in our own operation and,
at the same time, be responsive to the Staff, each consultant was assigned
"responsibility" for several different staff aqencies. Thus each consultant responds as "Lead consultant" to requests from his set of "customers"
and gets back up assistance from other OESOs as needed. These thinly
spread resources result in daily decisions to resolve resource conflicts
and attain an appropriate balance among three fundamental operating
objectives:
Be responsive to calls for consulting support.
Retain sufficient flexibility to react to unexpected opportunities.
Define and adhere to a recognizable strategy; recognizable by the
OE office, the Army-wide OE management structure, and by the Army Staff.
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STRATEGY - THEORETICAL UNDERPHHHNGS & TYPICAL ACTIVITIES
Though we draw freely upon an eclectic blend of theoretical models,
the basic operating framework of our consulting strategy is, essentially,
an action research paradigm. Virtually every activity undertaken includes
some form of tailored assessment, specific outcome-oriented planning,
execution of the plan, and evaluation of results. Follow-up results in
additional iterative rounds of assessment, planning, implementation and
evaluation.
In most instances, the action-planning conference emerges as the most
dramatically visible aspect of the process. For example, clearly the most
visible OE event of 1977 was \'/hat has become known as the 11 September '77
Leesburg Conference." The participants in this off-site conterence were
the Chief of Staff and all Staff principals (the entire membership of the
Army Staff Council). With active OE consulting support, attendees identified, refined and prioritized management challenges facing the DA Staff.
The "Product 11 of the conference was an action plan to improve the effectiveness of the Staff arranged under 14 separate goals.
The conference was preceded by approximately two months of preconference assessment activity using individual interviews, group interviews.
and sensing sessions. Representative data was acquired from throughout the
staff from the most senior military and government employees through the
most junior clerical and administrative people. The assessment information
was provided, in nonattributed form, to participants prior to the conference. Among the conference outcomes was a commitment to implement OE
systematically on an intra-agency basis during the following year. Thus
began numerous new OE cycles, this time with agency and directorate heads
as clients.
Specific evaluation and follow-up relative to the Sep '77 Leesburg
Conference enabled tracking of long-term outcomes. In June 1978, the
participants of the September conference met to review progress toward the
14 effectiveness goals mentioned earlier. Plans were also formulated for
a fo1low-on conference which would involve not only the Chief of Staff and
all of the military staff heads, but also the Secretary of the Army and all
principal members of the Army Secretariat.
This second major conference, the "HQDA Key Issues Conference," was
held 14-15 September 1978, again away from the Pentagon. While its primary
intent was to accomplish action planning around the most critical issues
facing the Army in the coming year, the conference achieved the additional
anticipated benefit of clarifying and enhancing \'Wrking relationships among
participants. The outcomes of this last conference included a reaffirmation
of the role of OE in assisting the Staff {and now the Secretariat) in
improving the way business gets done at HQDA. The implications of this
commitment in terms of increased OE work in the coming year are significant.
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The foregoing describes the key events against which the overall
strategy is viewed. The range of specific services that the OESO performs
on a day-to-day basis is varied. Some of the more frequently delivered
services are:
Conference Support - The conferences described earlier were designed
and supported by OESOs as consultants to the conference leader and as
facilitators of action planning work groups. In fact, the way that
conferences are now designed and conducted at HQDA is one of the more
clearly visible impacts of OE. The Action Planning Design is becoming the
rule instead of the exception and the OE office generally is asked to support.
Intra-Organizational Development - This is relatively long-term
developmental work applying action research and employing a wide range of
assessment techniques, (tailored surveys, individual and group interviews,
sensing sessions, review of historical data, and observation).
Team Building (Intra & Interorganizational)- This activity particularly valued in new organization or study group start-ups.
Leadership/Management Development Training - An example of this
service is the design and delivery of executive development portion of the
Brigadier General Orientation Course.* The OE office also provides consultation and support to major training and educational institutions such as
the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, the Army War College and
the Industrial College of the Armed Forces.
Leadership/Management Transitions - This appears to be one of our
most successful services in terms of organizational pay off at relatively
low cost. Though difficult to measure, there appears to be a substantial
benefit in time saved as well as reduced organizational turbulance in
bringing new leaders up to full effectiveness in their job.
Interagency Problem Solving - Special action planning conferences
assist in surfacing and refining interface issues (both human and technological) leading to workable solutions. Example: Communications and
Automation are merging technologies and yet, until recently, the Staff
structure did not reflect that interdependence; Computers were under one
agency, and Command, Control and Communications under another. A special
Communications and Automation Integration Conference, designed and
supported by OESOs resulted in an inter-organizational plan for restructuring major staff elements, to include the creation of a new Assistant
Chief of Staff for Automation and Communication.

*This is an annual three-week orientation course given to officers who
have been selected for promotion to the grade of Brigadier General. The
course involves one week of orientation, one week of executive development
training, and a one week field trip.
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Based on the above outline of our consulting activities, I believe
it is fair to say we are faced with some extraordinary challenges based
both on the kind of work we do and the importance of the clients with
whom we work. It is to the latter point that I will devote the remainder
of this paper.
SECTION III
CONSULTING WITH SENIOR MILITARY EXECUTIVES
Implicit in the title of this section is the assertion that consulting with senior military executives is different from consulting with
leaders and managers at lower organizational levels. The validity of
this assertion is based on a number of factors observed in the HQDA
environment which form a sub-set of assumptions that must be applied to
each consulting relationship. Since some assumptions are on firmer
ground than others, I arrange them under three categories according to
their level of probability, i.e., (1) nearly always true, (2) probably
true, and (3) frequently true.
Level One - Assumptions which are nearly always true:
Responsibility- The official carries a heavy burden. His/her
influence in the organization is far reaching, and small mistakes at this
level can become large issues in the organization. The system of checks
and balances is different here as is the quality and quantity of unfiltered
information. Decisions are slower to cause system-wide action but are
equally slow in reversing mistakes. Resource implications are broad and
cost/benefit relationships more difficult to define and observe. As a
consultant, I must in some way demonstrate my understanding and sensitivity
to these factors in order to develop the confidence of the client. This
assumption argues for thoroughness and reflection.
Complexity of the Executive Role - Lack of clear-cut organizational
relationships and royalties. Managers at this level work for multiple
bosses and wear many hats. The people working for them are often in the
same situation. The executive is faced with a high degree of environmental
ambiguity, and must deal with multiple, sometimes conflicting, demands from
outside the organization, e.g., the Administration, the Office of Management and Budget, Congress, the Department of Defense, the Press as well as
foreign interests. These demands must be juggled against internal complexities such as planning, programming and budgeting, and reactions to changes
in technological, structural, and social interfaces. As a consultant, the
most valuable service I can offer in this environment is to assist the
leader in identifying and dealing with these complexities and ambiguities
in a way that results in some clear strategies for the organization. A
good example of OE support being used to assist in attacking a complex
interface problem was the Communications and Automation Integration
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Conference mentioned earlier in this paper. Another instance was a
recent OE supported conference which brought planners, programmers and
budgeters from HQDA and the major Army commands together to collaborate
on complex resource management issues.
Level Two - Assumptions which are probably true:
Information - The executive has access to and is rece1v1ng what
he/she needs to know to make quality decisions. It is likely that the
executive is skilled in managing and processing essential information
from multiple sources both internal and external to the organization. As
a consultant, I can offer this leader assistance in assessing the filtering
mechanisms that govern what is seen and what is not seen. There is often
a delicate balance between functional ignorance and information overload.
If there is an information problem, the consultant can help locate it and
guide the executive in solving it.
Time Demands - Individuals at this level have many demands on their
time. Perhaps in some instances they might manage their time better, particularly in those cases where they have others "manage" it for them, (e.g.,
secretaries, executive officers). Nevertheles£, I begin with the assumption that one of the reasons this person has advanced to his/her current
position of responsibility is that the individual is effective in managing
resources, including time. As a consultant I have a responsibility not
to add to the problem if there is one, nor create one where none currently
exists. However, I must be alert to these time demands and be prepared to
identify problems and opportunities for improvement in this realm.
Level Three - Assumptions which are frequently true:
Things I must "check out" either implicitly or explicitly with the
client and the organization if I am to provide real consulting assistance.
There are-no clear-cut guidelines here and I must be careful not to reach
erroneous conclusions based on projections of my personal biases.
Competence of the Executive in Relation to the Position.
Technical Competence. I make the optimistic assumption in this area.
I rarely encounter technical incompetence and when I do, probably I am
not able to effectively change the situation in any direct sense. However,
I will be alert to any process or structural contributors which may result
in serious information blockages.
Interpersonal Competence. Again, I begin with an optimistic assumption. In the majority of cases this assumption is warranted, but there
are exceptions. This is an area in which I do feel qualified to form
sound conclusions and to suggest strategies for improvement if the client
is genuinely interested. This is particularly true if the issue has a
direct impact on important organizational processes. The process for
accomplishing change may be as simple as pointing out a specific effect
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which one or more aspects of the executive's behavior has on members of
the organization: In all cases, I will relate it to an aspect of the
organization's mission--.-Power:

Institutional & Personal

Institutional Power. By virtue of his/her position, the individual
possesses a substantial degree of influence. However, this level of
institutional potency may be augmented or degraded by the ever-shifting
winds of political influence. ~~e know these pressures exist and that they
influence how the executive and, as a result, the organization behaves.
The impact of these political influences is aggravated by the fact that
they tend to be discussed only in very private conversations. As a consultant I need to be alert to the organizational manifestations of these
dynamics, and deal with them only with caution.
Personal Power. This factor is difficult to define but clearly
influences the organization. I assume the executive possesses this personal
power until I sense differently. Managed competently, the combined potency
of the client and consultant can result in productive synergy. If not
managed, the result is a dizzying spiral of winless games. As a consultant,
I must be continually and acutely awa.re of what is g.oing on in the power
relationship between the client and myself. The key is to understand and
manage the potency of our consultant-client relationship, as opposed to
increasing my own personal power at the expense of the executive.
Limited Flexibility. This factor relates to the senior executive's
repertoire of leadership behaviors. The military still places a strong
value on the role and contribution o.f individu.al leaders and this emphasis
tends to slow the pace at which executives accept the concept of leadership as an organizational process not necessarily vested in a single
individual. Likewise, executives tend not to have been exposed to the
post-trait theories of leadership, e.g., Hersey and Blanchard's
"situational leadership." When I work with executives who operate from
a narrow conceptualization of the leadership function, I maintain an
increased alertness to the impact of their behavior on their subordinates.
Skepticism. I operate from the assumption that one of the reasons
executives succeed is based on their ability to select a few "pearls" from
the ocean of 11 good ideas 11 they are exposed to throughout their career.
When working with a senior client, I become concerned if a healthy degree
of skepticism is not present. I do not expect to be challenged on every
point, but I do consider some probing questions as a healthy sign.
FINAL NOTE
In the foregoing, I have attempted to· illustrate some of the factual
highlights of the OE function at HQDA and also to share my perceptions and
the flavor of the consulting experience. IN summary, I cannot overemphasize
the essentiality of paying keen attention to the subtleties of the consulting process. This "super-sensory" ski 11 should be continually de vel oped
through experience and periodic professional training.
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OESO IN COMBAT
REFORGER 78 AFTER ACTION REPORT
CPT. DAN SKAFF
1.
As a part of the Fort Carson Human Resources Office project to
study the role of the Organizational Effectiveness Staff Offiecer {OESO)
in combat or emergency situations {Incl 1), an OESO was attached to the
1st Bde, 4th Infantry Division {Mech) for deployment on REFORGER. The
OEso•s mission was to work with the 1st Bde and attempt to answer the
following questions:
a.
What is the most effective role of the OESO in combat and how
can he best assist units in that type environment?
(1). Based upon the information gathered from REFORGER, many possibilities for the use of the OESO in combat have surfaced. The OESO can be
used effectively in a combat enviroment. However, due to the difference
in circumstances, an approach different than the ones used by OEso•s in
garrison situations. This means training in different techniques and
methods of operation.

{2). We must also look at the very important tie in between day to day
garrison operation and the changeover to a combat area. Due to time
constraints there was little pre-work done with the units for the
REFORGER exercise. It became noticeable once the exercise began that
there were many OE operations that could have aided the units in preparing
for the exercise. These operations included:
{a)

Role clarification
(1)
(2)
(3)

Role in garrison environment.
Role in combat environment.
Role of the Reserve Officer when he joins the unit.

{b) . Team Building.
(c)

Education of commanders and staff officers in the seven process
organizational competency model of performance.

(d)

Preparation for the transition of the units.

(e)

Train personnel at all levels in stress management.
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The above operations could be expanded and continued when the unit
entered combat. The pre-work would assist the unit in adjusting under
stress, changing when deternimed necessary and operating more effectively. This same fact holds true for the OESO as well. The more groundwork that is laid prior to entering combat the better everyone will be
in operating during combat.
(3) The OESO's focus must be in preparing the unit prior to battle
and assisting them in regrouping after battle. It is obvious that during
battle the OESO will command little attention. The OESO will be working
with units under different conditions than those in garrison and a continual time crunch will be felt. The operations he conducts will need to
deal with the problems as they arise and as the unit is able to deal with
them. This may include short notice sessions with whatever key personnel
are available. Although the time available and the conditions may change
greatly the desired outcome is still the same. The role of the OESO is to
assist the unit to change in order to become more combat effective.
(b)

How does an OESO go about gaining acceptance and trust in the
unit in which he is working?

(1)

Initially the OESO is an outsider to the unit. He must integrate
himself into that unit to function effectively.

(2)

The OESO must gain acceptance from the top down. Once the commander has accepted the OESO and an agreement has been made on the parameters under which he is to function, the OESO can then begin to operate.
In the optimum situation, the OESO should be given a free hand to go
anywhere and do anything connected with his job without hinderance.

(3}

A professional attitude, an expressed desire to assist commanders,
and a willingness to work do a great deal to promote trust and
acceptance.

{4}

Building a knowledge of the unit greatly aids the OESO in performing effectivley. By attending as many meetings as possible the
OESO can not only learn about the unit but observe first hand the
interaction between the personnel that he is getting to know.

(5}

As an OESO becomes a part of the unit, he must live by the same
rules as everyone else. The more he blends in with the unit the faster
he is accepted. When some one is not sure what the job of the OESO is
it is essential that it be explained and that the person knows the
capabilities of the OESO.
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c.

At what level should an OESO be assigned and in what numbers?

(1) Two person OESO teams become a necessity in a combat environment. The
number of teams is dependent on the number of units, the tactical situation
and the amount of area which has to be covered.
(2) This, is optimally effective for several reasons. First, it takes
a single OESO longer to analyze data and come up with recommendations,
and in a fast moving situation such as combat, some good opportunities
for change jmay be missed. Second, a lone OESO can get more involved in
the unit than is useful s
and in a fast moving situation such as combat, some good opportunities
for change may be missed. Second, a lone OESO can get more involved in
the unit than is useful simply because he has no one to talk to who is
not involved in the operation. As a result, he may develop a biased
viewpoint.
Third, a (personal) support system for the OESO is a must. In order
to keep a proper perspective on the situations and deal with the data in a
timely manner, the OESOs should be assigned in teams of two.
d.

What resources are needed for an OESO to be effective?

{1) The OESO needs his own designated vehicle, preferably a 1/4
ton truck. The need for a jeep and radios becomes very important when units
start moving. The OESO must be able to move independently of the unit to
allow maximum flexibility in working with as many sub-units as possible.
In addition, monitoring radio transmissions of a unit can give the OESO
vital information on what the unit is doing and how it is being done. The
OESO needs the capability to monitor at least two stations and transmit
on one at all times.
{2) The normal tools of butcher paper and magic markers must be replaced
by a pencil and a small notebook. A portable pocket size tape recorder
can be very useful in gathering data when the OESO doesn't have time to
write it all down. The OESO must be able to carry the tools of his
trade on his person along with the rest of his combat gear.
{3) The OESO becomes a part of unit and dependent on them for support.
If problems in the unit affect the OESO, he must work with the people
who can change the situation.
3.

General Observations and Conclusions

(1) It is evident that the higher the state of stress the more task
oriented people become. This can cause those in charge to lose sight of
how things are being done whether decisions are being made based upon the
maximum amount of information available. It can also result in subordinates being by-passed in the information/decision making process. When
commanders/supervisors become overly obsessed with getting the job done,
they tend to try to do everyone's job instead of letting the system
operate the way it was set up to.
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The OESO, as an unbiased observer, can assist the unit by detecting these
dysfunctional processes and informing those in charge of any apparent
problems.
(2) It is very important to obtain the commanderr/supervisor's view of
"how it should be" to insure toe OESO has a basis for his observation. An
OESO, not being directly involved in the chain of command, can observe the
whole operation in an unbiased manner and determine if there is a break in
communication, where it is, and what effect it is having on the overall
operation. The OESO may also be able to determine who is being utilized
effectively and who is not.
(3) Another means of assisting the organization is to follow the flow
of information from top to bottom and see if it is being passed in a
timely and accurate manner.
(4) Data collection in a combat environment is a combination of observation and interviews of personnel at all levels and in all environments. The observation becomes a more important factor than under normal
conditions since time for interviews is limited and observations are generally less disruptive. The observation consists of four segments:
{a)

Observation of the actual operation.
done.

(b)

Observation that concentrates on staff interactions, upward,
downward and laterally.

(c)

Observation of performance of tasks by individuals.

(d)

The subjective observation of the attitude of the individuals
in performing tasks and seeking responsibility.

Waht, and how it's being

A more detailed breakdown of these observation techniques is at Incl 2.
{6) In feeding back the data collected, the OESO must screen the data
to insure it is fed back to the level of command or staff where it can do
the most good. This is donw to insure that it is pertinent and timely.
Timing of feedback becomes very important in a combat environment. If the
data can cause the commander to make changes in the unit, then a period of
time is normally needed to stablize from the distruption caused by the
change. The unit must be at a point in its operation where it can absorb
the change without jeopardizing the overall unit mission.
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(7) The decision to implement change rests with the commander based
on his assessment of the situation and his knowledge of his unit's ability
to effectively implement the change. In a short~ concentrated operation
such as REFORGER, the data may not be able to be acted upon until after
the exercise. The OESO must make every effort to insure that the date he
feeds back is grounded in fact and represents a trend that need to be
dealt with. The OESO needs to constantly remind himself not to feel obligated to give feedback just to justify his existence. This practice can
lead to overreaction and wasted energy in solving problems that cannot be
dealt with effectively and could cause more problems than solutions.
{8) The one factor that cannot be dealt with in a training exercise is
that of how soldiers will react to actual battle, the death of their
fellow soldiers and the disruption it can cause.
(9) It is necessary for the OESO to become a part of the units he is
working with in a combat environment. In becoming part of those units, he
must not become so embroiled in the situation that he begins taking on the
biases of any particular group.
(10) The findings of the OESO may not always be new or cause for great
change, however, they let people know that someone else sees the same
things they do. In many instances, people just need someone who is not
directly involved to talk to and air their feelings, thoughts and fears
about what is going on. The OESO must remember that no one is too unimportant to talk to, and regardless of place or time, it can be a
worthwhile exchange.
4.

Implications:

a.
The observations and lessons learned imply that a new focus may be
necessary to implement a successful OE program in combat and under stress.
Some of our present OE tools need to be modified to adapt to a faster
moving situation. These modifications would consist of:
(1) More training in the use of the seven process organizational
competency model developed and tested by ARI. This would entail more
sophisticated use of observation techniques which are presently being
incorporated into OESO training by the Organization Effectiveness
Training.
(2)

More focus on tasks and the processes leading to mission
accomplishment.

(3)

A change in our present feedback techniques.
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(a)

More selective feedback to avoid providing data that cannot be
dealt with.

(b)

Categorizing data into that which needs to be held for a more
formal feedback setting, and that which can be dealt with
immediately.

b.
Assist commander/supervisors in readjusting for combat or stress
situations by modifying our day to day OE operations to orient toward
ultimate combat effectiveness. The problems and techniques uncovered in
studying organizations under stress aid the OESO in focusing on those
problems in garrison which will be of greatest impact on the unit during
the accelerated happenings of combat and the unique processes accompanying
them.
5.
Future Applications: The OESO can assist commanders in long range
planning and preparation for major training events in which their units
must participate. These include ARTEP/EXTEV preparations, Annual General
Inspections, large scale training exercises (REFORGER, Brave Shield etc.),
training programs to assist commanders and staffs in dealing with stressful
situations before they arise.
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THE OESO IN COMBAT
(Key Points)
The following are some key points of the paper 11 THE OESO IN COMBAT 11 ,
written by the Fort Carson and 4th Infantry Division (Mech) Human
Resources Office.
The Isreali OESO found the following facts during the Yom Kippur War in
1973.

a.

The urgency of the situation in combat accelerates whatever
psychological processes occur, both good or bad.

b.

The more cohesive the unit prior to combat, the more able the
unit was to absorb the shock and accelerated happenings of combat.

c.

Problems such as battle fatigue, shell shock, and low morale
were found to relate directly to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Trust in commanders.
The soldier•s knowledge of his unit•s mission.
Trust and understanding of their fellow soldiers.
Cohesiveness of the field group.
The OESO was most useful prior to and after battle.

A plan to investigate the use of the OESO in Combat by the Human
Resources Office of the 4th Infantry Division (Mech).
a.
levels.

Schedule interviews with combat experienced commanders at all

b. Work with units under stress and time constraint situations so
as to determine if the OESO can aid the commander.
c.
Deploy an OESO team with the 1st Bde on REFORGER under parameters
developed by the commander and the OESOs.
d.
teams.

Incl 1

Prior to crisis points, work with units to build more cohesive
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BASIC OBSERVATION TECHNIQUE
1.

Relationship of commanders to staff.
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

Relationship between staff members.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

3.

they share information?
they trust each other's competence?
they use each other as sounding boards?
they coordinate actions?
they utilize expertise of others in making decisions?
there a central coordination point (i.e. XO)?

Do
Do
Do
Do

they
they
they
they

work together?
understnad their relationship with the section?
coordinate or do they expect their boss to do it?
trust their boss and do they follow his plans?

Staff relationship with subordinate units.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

5.

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Is

Relationship of assistants to primary staff member's staff sections.
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

What type of guidance do commanders give their staff?
How much access to the commander does each staff member have?
Does the commander use his staff or do they have to force
themselves on him?
Does the commander use all staff members in decision making
process?

Does information get disseminated in a timely manner?
Do they give class instructions?
Do they assist subordinate units with their problems?
Do they communicate?
How is staff supported by the HQ Commandant and his staff?

What do troops see?
a.

Are there conflicts at higher levels that are observed, and
what effect does it have on their perception of what's getting done?

b.

Does this effect trust and confidence in the decisions of the
command group?

c.

Are rumors controlled or are they ignored in the hope they will
die out?

d.

Are the perceptions of the soldiers dealt with as real problems
or are they written off as no problem?

Incl 2
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TRANSITION MEETING AS AN ASSESSMENT
CPT Raymond Drummond
OESO, 25th Inf Division
I.

BACKGROUND

In preliminary discussion with a newly designated Battalion Commander it became very apparent to me that what he desired was in fact
a 11 front-end analysis" of his unit climate. At the risk of being overly
ambitious he desired to also use this device as a means for smoothing
his transition into command. In order to address those two concerns
the following concept was devised:
a.
To conduct three (3) separate meetings with members of his
new command. Group composition as follows:
1.

Subordinate commanders and staff

2.

All junior officers and warrant officers not included above.

3.
Senior Noncommissioned officers to include: CSM, lSGs and
senior staff NCOs. (CSM attended with both the command staff group as
well as the senior NCO group}.

b.
To utilize the OESO as a process observer/facilitator and conduct a feedback session with the commander following the meetings.
c.
To have the commander play an active role in the meeting
maintaining the flow in accordance with the agenda and interact as necessary with each group.
I I.

OBJECTIVES

a.
For the incoming commander to become better acquainted with
the key leadership personnel of the Battalion.
b.
To clarify or publish the concerns and expectations of all the
participants.

c.
To develop a mutual understanding of the priorities and goals
of this battalion for the next six to nine months.
To provide a forum for examining the battalion's internal
d.
management procedures and identify issues for improving overall effectiveness.

e. To provide the new commander a cross-sectional view of his
organization from the three diverse layers designated in the group
composition above.
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I II. MODEL
days.

a.

The workshop was designed to be run on three {3) consecutive

1.

Day 1 - Commanders and Staff

2.

Day 2 - Junior Officers

3.

Day 3 - Senior Noncommissioned Officers

b.

The meeting agenda was as follows:
0900-0915
0915-0930
0930-1100
1100-1130
1130-1145
1145-1245

Opening Remarks by Commander
Brief Introductions
Discussion of Topic Questions
Open Question Session
Closing Remarks by Commander
Lunch

c.
The meeting was announced and guidance provided to the participants with the publication of a memorandum announcing the purpose of the
meeting and required preparation on the part of the participants.
d.
Discussion questions were selected by the commander from a list
of typically used questions and served to focus the meeting.
1.

Commanders and Staff:

{a 1 The thing that my unit/section does best is

...

{b)

The thing that my unit/section could improve is ...

(c)

The change that would help me most ; s ...

{d)

The programs/policies that I would 1ike to see continued are ...

{e)

The thing this Bn does best ...

(f)

The thing this Bn could improve on is

(g)

The top three (3) priorities for this batta 1ion in the next six

(6} months should be ...

2.

Junior Officers and Warrant Officers:

(a}

What the new commander needs to know about me is

(b)

What I need to know about him is ...
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(c)

What I need from him to do my job best is

(d)

The thing this battalion does best is ...

(e)

The thing this battalion could improve on is

(f)

The top three (3) priorities in this battalion for the next
six (6) months should be •..
3.

Senior Noncommissioned Officers

(a)

What the new commander needs to know about me is

(b)

What I need to know about my job is ...

(c)

What the new commander needs to know about my job is .. .

(d)

What I need from the commander to do my best job is .. .

(e)

The program or policy that I would like to see continued is

(f)

The program or policy that I would like to see discontinued is

(g}

The top three (3) priorities in this battalion for the next six

(6} months should be ...

e.
The discussion was initiated by one of the participants and he
would respond in turn to each of the topic discussion questions. From
that point the discussion would flow in a clockwise or counterclockwise
manner with each participant addressing all of the topics in turn.
IV.

BENEFITS

Many of the benefits of this type of Transition Model are typical of
the normal model; however, some obvious benefits are added and those are
elaborated on below:
a.
An absolute minimum amount of time is involved: three and a
half hours (3~) for the average participant and just over ten (10) hours
for the commander.
b.
By structuring the various group composition as indicated above
the commander can become very familiar with both peer and work group
interactions at three different levels within the battalion.
c.
Provides the commander with a nonthreatening means to assess the
unit climate and discern the degree and quality of communication existing
within and between the three top leadership levels in the battalion.
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d.
Allows the commander to dissect his organization at three
distinct leadership levels and discern the perceptions of the organization from those diverse groups.
V.

HAZARDS

Again, the hazards typical in any transition model are subject to
surface in this one as well. Due to the compressed nature of the meeting
design it is imperative that the commander be well coached in making his
opening remarks. He must set the open and candid climate necessary to
facilitate the model's optimization. Additionally, he must allow the
OESO's to wear "the black hat" and have them monitor the discussion to
keep the group on track. The commander's involvement in this regard will
serve to stifle "real and candid 11 discussion and relegate the meeting to
discussion of peripheral or safe issues. Lastly. as this model allows
for more involvement by members of the organization it becomes more of
an assessment and the resultant raising of expectations must be addressed.
An excellent means to accomplish this would be to schedule a follow-up
meeting 3-4 months in the future with the same group composition.
VI.

FOLLOW-UP

Optionally to be scheduled 3-4 months after the Transition Meeting.
Basic design would be as follows.:
0900-0195 - Opening Remarks by Commander
Commander depart
0915-1015 - OESOs Develop Data and have Group Prioritize Issues
Commander return
1015-1130- Presentation of Issues to Commander
1130-1200 - Commander Review and Close
1200-1300- Lunch (optional}
The commander meets with each group under the above meeting design; and
then. following those three (3} meetings. with the OESOs. to conduct some
action planning. This planning session would serve as the genesis of a
1-2 hour meeting where the commander would dictate: policy adjustments.
unit objectives, and any activities that will be conducted or undertaken
as a result of the above meetings. At this time the OESOs would contract
with the commander to conduct an assessment in the near future to develop
a picture of the unit climate and highlight areas/issues generated during
his tenure that need to be addressed.
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TEAM BUILDING FOR A STUDY GROUP
THE FIRST STEP
MAJ Larry J. Smith
OE Office
Management Directorate
Office of the Chief of
Staff. Army
1.

The objectives of the team building meeting are:
a.

To get acquainted.

b.

To clarify participants' concerns and expectations.

c. To clarify the mission of the study group and identify all/any
objectives that need to be accomplished in order to achieve the mission.
d.

To formulate operating guidelines.

e.

To clarify roles.

2. Current research data indicated that there is evidence that people
enter into assignments with certain positive and negative expectations.
Team building as it is popularly called today focuses in on certain
processes that. if not finely tuned initially, could interfere in the
effectiveness of these assignments eventually. Team building is not a
method used exclusively to develop an existing unit that wants to
improve its effectiveness; it is also a method that can help a completely
new unit mold a group of "strangers" into a more workable team. New teams
may either be temporary or a more permanent nature. Most organizations
at one time or another, use various types of ad hoc groups. formed for
a specific time and often for a limited duration. The major tasks facing
the new team are basically the same as one that has worked together
that is, they must build a relationship, establish a facilitative
emotional climate, and work out methods for (1) setting goals, (2)
solving problems. (3) making decisions. (4) insuring follow through and
completion of tasks, (5) developing collaboration of effort, (6) establishing lines of open communication, and (7) insuring an appropriate
support system that will let people feel accepted and yet keep issues
open for discussion and disagreement.
3. Several research efforts conducted by management consultant firms
have indicated some likes and dislikes about committee assignments.
They are summarized below:
a.

Reasons why people do not like to serve on committees:

(1) Poor leadership. The leader fails to keep the discussion on
the subject, to monitor and direct to keep things moving in the appropriate direction and to engage in those activities that are stimulating and
motivating to the members.
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(2) Goals are unclear.
trying to accomplish.

Members are not really sure what they are

(3) Assignments are not taken seriously by committee members.
is an apparent lack of commitment.

There

(4) There is a lack of clear focus on the committee's assignment-e.g., "What are we supposed to be doing today?"
(5) Recommendations of the committee are often ignored by top
management. Management needs to be more responsive to the committee.
(6) Waste of time. Unproductive discussions of problems, with no
conclusions or decisions made.
(7)
members.

Lack of follow-through with assignments on the part of committee

(8) Often a domination by one person or clique. Some talk and push
for their positions, while others wonder why they are there.
(9) Lack of preparation by committee members, including the chairman
of the meeting. Agenda not prepared, materials and things that really
need to be there are not available. Someone has not done his homework.
(10) No action taken. The committee spends a lot of time without
coming up with specific items resulting in some kind of action.
(11) People often have hidden agendas--personal axes to grind.
get into discussions that only one or two think are important.
b.

They

Things people like about committees when they function well:

(1) Clear role definition of the committee--what the committee and
its members are supposed to do, what their goals are.
(2) Careful time control. Starting on time and ending on time.
Enough time allowed to get the work done and no more.
(3) Committee members are sensitive to each other's needs and expressions. People listen and respect other's opinions.
(4)

An informal relaxed atmosphere, rather than a formal exchange.

(5)

Good preparation on the part of the chairman and committee
Materials prepared and available.

members.

(6) Members all qualified and interested.
the committee. A definite commitment exists.
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They want to be a part of

(7)

Interruptions are avoided or held to a minimum.

(8) Good minutes or records are kept, so that decisions are not lost.
There is no need to search out what decisions are made.
(9) Periodically, the committee stops and assesses its own performance.
Needed improvements are worked out.
(10) Committee members feel they are given some kind of reward for
their committee efforts. Recognition and appreciation are given, so that
they feel they are really making a contribution.
(11) The work of the committee is accepted and used, and seems to
make a contribution to the organization.
4.
Attached to this introduction is a meeting oriented around key work
group operational questions. The meeting is designed to provide the "new
team" an opportunity to initially plan how it will work to avoid those
activities that bother people and how it will incorporate those to which
people respond. The design can naturally be modified to accommodate the
organization.

2 Incl
1 . Matrix
2.
Meeting Flow

OE Consulting Office
Office, Chief of Staff
May 1978
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TEAM BUILDING MEETING FOR A STUDY GROUP:
OBJECTIVES

KEY MANAGEMENT
QUESTIONS

OUTCOME

THE FIRST STEP
METHOD

RESOURCE

1.

To get acquainted

A. What do we need
to be a team?

Stimulate group discussion; learn something
new; create comfortable
and sharing atmosphere.

Large group; sharing
from team development
worksheet--related
topic worksheet
(ind on newsprint)

0800-0900

2.

To clarify concerns
and expectations.

B. What are our
concerns and
expectations?

To identify individual
and team job concerns
and expectations.

Large group; four
basic questions
(on newsprint)

0900-1030

3.

To clarify goals/
mission/objectives.

C. What do we need
to do?

Core mission clarified
and specific subgoal s
identified; assignments
to particular working
groups made.

Small groups (3 to 4
each}; 11 brainstorm 11
plans and actions
that should be
eva 1uated.

1030-1200

4.

To formulate study
group guidelines.

a. How will we make
decisions?

5.

To clarify roles.

b. What will be our
basic method of
work?
c. How do we make sure
everyone gets a

chance to discuss
issues or raise
4·

concerns important
to him/her?

Selection of agreed upon
guidelines understood by
the group members.

lO

1200-1300

L U NCH
Small groups; "brainstorm 11 various ways to
operate; report out.

(j)

1300-1700

..
KEY MANAGEMENT
QUESTIONS

OBJECTIVES
d.

How will we resolve
differences?

e.

How will we insure
the completion of
work?

f.

How will we change
things that are not
producing results?

OUTCOME

t~ETHOD

RESOURCE

0
1.0

TEAM BUILDING MEETING:

THE FIRST STEP

0800-0815

Introduction. Study group leader reviews objectives and
purpose of the meeting. Explains role of OE consultant.

0815-0830

General Orientation. The OE consultant discusses the
theoretical foundation for the team building meeting and
reviews the design.

0830-0900

Warm-Up Exercise. Team development exercise question
form. Each team member completes and presents to the
group (participants reply to only those questions they
feel comfortable with).

0900-1000

Identification of Concerns and Expectations. Give five
minutes for each person to think about and get ready to
respond to the following questions:
1.

What worries you most or is your biggest concern
about working on this study group?

2.

How would this study group function if everything
went just as you would hope?

3.

What would this study group be like if everything
went wrong.

4.

What actions do you think must be taken to insure
the positive outcomes?

Each person has an opportunity to share reactions;
everyone responds to each question in turn. Try to
identify the major concerns people have and list them
on newsprint. These concerns should become items on a
planning agenda as conditions to take into consideration
in order to insure that positive things are achieved.
1000-1030

Discussion. A brief discussion of the data presented
provides an opportunity for individuals to seek clarification of concerns and expectations presented. At the
completion of the discussion, newsprint posted on the
wa 11 .

103--1100

Identification and Clarification of Missions/Goals of
Study Group. Core mission examined by small groups.
This is a statement of the basic function or "reason
for being" for the group. All plans and actions
should be evaluated against the core mission. The
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question to constantly ask is: If we continue the
activities already outlined, will we accomplish our
core mission? Extending from the core mission are
the su bgoa 1s and s pee i fi c objectives for a given
period of time. Having set the core mission and specific
subgoals, the working group is now ready to make specific
assignments to study group members.
1100-1145

Report Out and Discuss. Each small group reports out
to one another on what they have identified as subgoals
and specific objectives. Leader summarizes and consolidates input into one package. Group task organizes
to achieve mission.

1145-1300

Lunch

1300-1500

Formulating Operating Guidelines. The study group needs
to establish guidelines for how it will work during the
course of its existence. At the same time the guidelines are established, a provision for changing the
guidelines if they prove to be dysfunctional or inappropriate as conditions change, also needs to be
formulated. The guidelines should clarify actions and
roles and should reduce the ambiguity or mixed expectations of people as to how things ought to function which
is the basis of a great deal of conflict in study groups.
Study group subdivides into small groups examining the
following questions in detail:
1.

How will we make decisions? Do they want to make
decisions by a majority vote, team consensus, or
leave the decisions to the "number one" man?

2.

What will be our basic method of work? The team
should decide what it feels will be the most efficient
way to get work done. The method of work should be
decided at the outset.

3.

How do we make sure everyone gets a chance to discuss
issues or raise concerns important to him/her? If
a team is to be effective, members need to feel that
they are able to discuss and have considered issues
or concerns they deem important. How will the team
insure this condition? Open meetings scheduled
periodically to allow discussion of any topic or issue?
Time reserved at the end of certain meeting for an
open discussion?
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4.

How will we resolve differences? If not handled
or managed, disagreements can, at the least, waste
time and may even split the group into warring
factions. A guideline for dealing with differences
can be useful. If two people or subgroups disagree,
it may be more useful to have a guideline which
recommends they get together outside of the meeting
of the whole group to work out their differences
rather than holding up the actions of the total
team.

5.

How will we insure the completion of work?
Procedures or guidelines for having the 11 boss 11 or
other designated leader remind every person with
an assignment at a suitable time prior to the next
meeting. An action summary of any meeting will
clearly identify all assignments and dates for
report and completion.

6.

How will we change things that are not producing
results? Some guidelines for reviewing the way the
study group has been working and a method for making
changes when guidelines or procedures or people in
certain positions are no longer achieving results.
Periodic evaluation sessions to examine own work,
review its successes and failures, and ask the
question: 11 What changes would make our study group
·more effective?"

1500-1600

Discussion.

Each subgroup reports out their work.

1600-1630

Summary of Guidelines. Leader summarizes guidelines
acceptable to the study group as a working team. Makes
appropriate decisions.

1630-1645

Closure. Leader reviews the meeting's accomplishments
and commitments of the study group.

1645-1700

Evaluation. Subgroups report out the strengths and
weaknesses of the meeting.

1700

Individual Evaluation Forms.
cipants.
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Completed by all parti-

TEAM DEVELOPMENT EXERCISE QUESTION FORM
Directions: The list of questions below is designed to stimulate group
discussion around work-related topics. The following ground rules
should govern this discussion:
1.

Take 15 minutes to complete this worksheet on newsprint.

2.

Describe yourself in terms of the questions.

3.

Be prepared to reply only to those questions with which you feel
comfortable.

QUESTIONS MAY BE ANSWERED IN ANY ORDER.
1.

How do you feel about yourself in your present job?

2.

What do you see as the next step in your career development?

3.

What personal characteristics do you have that get in the way of
your work.

4.

What are you doing best right now?

5.

What are you trying to get accomplished in your work?

6.

How many different hats do you wear?

7.

My chief strengths as a person are?

8.

What factors in your job situation impede your goal-accomplishment?

9.

What difficulties are you having on your job right now?

10.

To whom are you closest in your work situation?

11.

What issue do you think we must face together?

12.

My chief limitation as a person is?

13.

Currently, on the job, my morale is?

14.

The way I feel about this meeting is?
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THE DEVIL'S TRIANGLE:

AN ORGANIZATIONAL REALITY
MR. CHARLES ALBANO
CORADCOM HQS

No one knows how many careers are lost and hopes sunk within this
triangle but the action within the triangle can be fierce and the consequences for the non-initiated can be devastating. In a dynamic system,
such as an organization. any manager's actual power is subject to change
through his own efforts or the efforts of others. A graceful ballet of
shifting power, a patchwork of alliances and coalitions is a condition
of organizational living where people strive to upset an existing
equilibrium of power and influence or where changes introduce new possibilities into old relationships.
Whether by intention and singular initiative he chooses to become
involved in an effort to acquire greater power at the expense of another,
or whether by default for failure to play he may become the object of the
influence of others, a manager s capacity to influence events around him
will be affected by the machinations of those whose ambitions have chosen
power-gaming as the mode of advancement.
1

Relative power and the machinations of power are aspects of reality
too often ignored in discussions of interpersonal and organizational behavior. Within the organization there are many outlets for its expression.
The forms it takes as well as the shifting patterns of human bonds that
give it force and make it possible are fascinating studies in themselves.
But more importantly they deserve attention from practicing managers and
Organizational Effectiveness Student Officers because an ability to understand and deal with these realities is basic to effectiveness and possibly
longevity in an organization.
Managers by virtue of their functions are accorded authority over
others in the positions they occupy. They are authorized to make decisions
which bear on the assignment of work, how people will be utilized, the
goals which are to be accomplished and many other facets of operation. In
short, they enjoy positional authority which is presumed to be adequate to
meet their assigned responsibilities.
This is certainly one source of power, the authorization to direct
the activities of an organization. It is not the only source of power by
any means and it may or may not find adequate expression. If we think of
power as the ability to influence others to accomplish one's ends then we
see clearly that a given measure of formal authority is not automatically
expressed in an equal measure of power. Most people recognize this to be
the case and are familiar with the powers enjoyed by other sources of influence which by virtue of their presence share and constrain managerial
power, i.e .• informal groups, committees, formal union groups, etc.
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A manager may enjoy greater or lesser influence also through the
force of personality, recognized expertise in his area of activity and
his interpersonal skills. But there is another important influence in
his qcquisition and use of power that is subject to these, yet enjoys
a life of its own that might be termed "supra-formal" in nature which is
the subject of this article. I am referring here to the increments of
power which result from shifting hierarchical alliances, games played
among managers themselves which can be seen as both a cause and a consequence of the distribution of power in organizations. This article will
describe a number of alliance patterns and examine how they operate. It
will also advance a few measures which might be helpful to channel such
misplaced energies into efforts more in keeping with organizational
objectives.
The triangle is descriptive of one of the more basic and frequently
experienced modes of human encounter. The triangle is a paradigm of the
interaction of triads or collections of three persons. It is an age old
symbol. The "eternal triangle" is very familiar to us through our 1iterature and perhaps through our life experiences. Triadic relations have
their place in family living, friendships, love relationships, relations
among nations and certainly in our organizations. When two people engage
in a contest of wills in which one is likely to gain at the expense of
the other, one or both parties may seek to involve a third party whose
influence may be manipulated to swing the balance of power in his favor.
When two or more persons find themselves subject to the unbending rule
of another they may band together in an alliance whose power quotient
may be great enough to upset the prevailing dominance relationship.
The term triangle as used in this article will generally depict a
three-person relationship, however, this will not always be the case.
Sometimes it will be useful to conceive of the triangle as a geometric
figure to delineate the boundaries of organizational involvement, consequently, more than three persons may be involved and, in fact, whole
groups may be considered this way. If a triangle were arbitrarily
drawn over any formal organizational chart it would encompass a number
of managers at varying levels. The possibilities for behavioral dynamics
among the persons encompassed in this triangle are quite broad. The
power possessed by each of these managers at a given point in time differs
from one to another and is subject to change. The diagrams that follow
illustrate these dynamics.

®

®
Fig 1

Fig 2
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Fig 3

Basic Patterns of Triangular and Triadic Relations
The three-person relationship harbors numerous possibilities for
power operations. In a single triad consisting of a superior and two
subordinates lies the possibility of three two-person alliances or
coalitions. Partners to the coalition acquire strength through collusion and strategic action which can change an existing balance in their
favor. It can allow them to impose behavioral and membership changes
through certain agreed upon strategies. Individuals B and C above
who are organizationally subordinate to individual A may form an
alliance for their own purposes against A (Fig. 2) or A may ally himself with either one of them to forestall this possibility (Fig. 3}.
Considered in this purely abstract way we can see the basic outlines of
these maneuvers. To understand them we must examine the incentives and
the casual conditions that underlie these arrangements.
The same alliances are possible and do occur in other organizational
relationships:
Three Levels of a Hierarchy

3

Fig. 4
In Figure 4 we see that A can ally himself with either B or C , B
may do so with either A or C , and C may do so with either of them.
Peer Relationship
3

c3

J.

1

®

1

t

2

Fig. 5
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The same holds true with peer relationships where the partners may have
an interest in isolating a fellow or may collude in a long-range effort
to get rid of him by causing him to be discredited in the eyes of superiors.
Collusion of this kind might manifest itself in withholding cooperation
and one or both partners may seek support from a "third party" organizationally superior to them.
We could further flesh out this picture by considering the power
status of each party involved. This approach is necessary to account for
power relations but not sufficient to describe the many other motivations
and incentives also present. For example, in this illustration A clearly
has a power advantage over B and C . {See Fig. 6). Even combined (as
judged by the relative sizes of the circles) they do not equal and do not
pose an overwhelming threat to A who remains clearly dominant. What
gives A his supremacy are both tangible and intangible factors. He has
high positional authority, he enjoys the confidence of his superiors, and
he is a strong individual personally. These have all been found to represent important ingredients in the capitalization of power. No doubt there
would be other factors at work as well.

®

0
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Fig. 6
Let•s take another case:

®

G 0
Fig. 7
Here A•s status is such that he is vulnerable to attack from the floor.
Again the reasons for his relative power status are quite complex, but,
we might imagine for the sake of argument that he is not in this position
for the reasons we cited for Fig. 6. "A" might choose if he could to
ally or get psychologically close to one of them, the less ambitious one
perhaps, to block a B-C alliance.

0

0
©
Fig. 8
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To take the illustration one step further (Fig. 8) here we have an
instance in which B is as potentially powerful as A perhaps for a
variety of informal reasons. A B-C alliance would make B more powerful
than A . Given the 11 right 11 organizational climate B could challenge A
through various intrigues and with C's support might unseat A . For
his part A might well court the favor of C in an effort to exert
greater control over B or dispose of B altogether. C becomes the
beneficiary of this struggle between the superpowers and grows in power
as B's prerogatives are whittled away. It is even conceivable that. if
very successful. his growth may cause an ironic A-B alliance.

Fig. 9
Figure 9 above shows the formation of a 11 revolutionary 11 alliance
between B and C in order to oust A • Such a condition may develop as
a mutinous response to an intolerable leadership experience. The rebellion
may take any of several time-honored forms depending on the opportunities
for action that B and C feel are open to them in their environment and
their personal styles and inclinations. Let us suppose that A is a newly
appointed middle manager. A is presiding over two disappointed office
seekers. Further, A is female and is the first woman appointed to a
mid-managerial position in the company. If she exerts herself forcibly
she may further alienate the male subordinates and if she comes on weak
their aggressiveness may be pressed harder. There may be no one to turn
to (particularly if higher management made her promotion as a concession
to EEO). and complaints may be dismissed by other males in the hierarchy
as either paranoic or a smokescreen for personal failure. A difficult
triangular situation indeed. The general culture or climate that prevails
in an organization sanctions certain strategies and suppresses others.
Keen observers of organizational behavior can sense which strategies can
be used safely. The person who is seeking to expand his power base is
sensitive in his approach since he stands to lose much if his strategy
backfires. With a change in the occupancy of A's position the ousting
alliance may be operative again or a new alliance may develop.

Fig. 10
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Here B becomes the target for attack as A takes care to secure
his position (in what he has been told is a treacherous situation) by
this alliance he preempts the fate of his predecessor. B as the dominant
subordinate and acknowledged conspirator in the last coup, is disarmed
psychologically.
Divide and Conquer

®

~

©

Fig. 11
The basic divide and conquer strategy might also be used to separate
peers and secure A1 s unquestioned dominance without the necessity of
singling out one for exclusion or isolation. The division is often accomplished through the encouragement and reward of competition so that one
wins at the expense of the other and there are few opportunities for both
to win. A puts himself in the position of gatekeeper for communications
within the organization. When decisions affecting the organization or its
operations are to be made he confers with B and C separately and avoids
a group meeting in which mutual understanding or a meeting of the minds
might occur.
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---Fig. 12

Should B1 s power grow to alarming proportions (Fig. 12) it is likely
that an A-C alliance will develop and A will take measures to subdue
B while maintaining more favorable relations with C . This might be
accomplished through increased A-C social contact, the redistribution of
assignments from B1 s group to c•s , manpower shifts or reductions, or
the granting of recognition and other rewards which would yield a psychological advantage to C over B . s•s influence as a spokesperson and
intermediary for his group to A and higher management is caused to
decline and this has the effect of reducing his social control and leadership influence over his own group. Eventually the morale and cohesiveness
in s•s group begins to diminish and s•s power within the organization
is regulated down to a level acceptable to A .
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Fig. 13
C's area of responsibility and prestige have been expanding due to
personal initiative and some interest on the part of A•s superiors. B
and D join in an effort to discredit or discount him in whatever way
they can. They form a tacit 11 hands off" understanding with A who for
personal reasons stays 11 above the fray" letting it take its own course.
The general object is to punish gains made by C so that he will fall
back into line concluding that the struggle is not worth the gains.
Long-term resistance by C will probably be misconstrued by outsiders as
non-adaptive and irrational behavior. He will in effect have been
isolated and, lacking the cooperation of B and D • he and his unit cannot achieve excellence. Complaints to A will be of no avail. A for
his part will perceive such as unwarranted assault upon B and D . C
faces the stern recognition that he must leave this organization if he is
to get ahead.

Fig. 14
Here the coalition is directed against B the middle manager. A
makes a regular practice of bypassing B in giving directions to the
first level and keeps him in the dark on important matters. By his
actions A controls all important events in the organization and exerts
total dominance over B . The first level supervisors are flattered
with their personal contacts with A and begin to see B as a fifth
wheel. With the assistance of C who aspires to B's position this
squeeze play leaves little room for s•s self-esteem and dignity, and if
he values these he must leave the organization.
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Fig. 15

B with the support of C, D, E, F would like to build a fire under
A . The objectives of this coalition vary with the circumstances. Sometimes it happens that B has ambitions for A•s position or where this
is not likely, i.e., the position is always filled from outside the
organization, the object may be to permit the .. coalition team to, in
effect, search for and select a boss they find acceptable. The criteria
for selection again vary with the history and background of the team. If
B is a person with a very high need to dominate others he will not be
satisfied until that position has been filled with a milquetoast person
whom he can dominate. Thus he will continue to enjoy uninterrupted mastery
of his coalition team and he need not fear the kind of squeeze-play discussed in the last illustration.
11

Fig. 16
A lateral thrusting situation. This is a less commonly found situation
depicting a feud between A and B who are organizationally separate.
It involves a coalition with C , a key subordinate to both of the disputants. The dangers of this game are particularly keen for C who is
usually courted by both until he has made a commitment to one of them.
If the intensity of this strife and the stakes are high i.e., in terms of
the disputants• tenure or project success, the true victim is likely to be
C . C is in a no-win position in which he feels compelled to play for
reasons of self-defense. He is generally a direct employee of one of the
protagonists whose salary is paid by him and whose future within the
immediate organization is dependent upon his also. On the other hand his
relationship with the other protagonist may have to do with his future in
the organization at large. These situations sometimes develop between
field and home offices where C , by virtue of a continuing assignment, is
responsible to both protagonists. They are also being experienced in the
matrix type organization.
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No Separate Peace

Fig. 17
An interesting and not uncommon situation in which A retains mastery
by subtle means which make B-C and D-E dependent on him to hold the
organization together and keep it functional. No separate peace is encouraged between B-C and D-E . All peace keeping overtures must go
through A • Being an insecure manager A finds this division (sometimes
rooted in the difference between different occupational or functional
groups) convenient. It bolsters his sense of security and increases his
sense of importance. As the peacemaker he prides himself on the skills
which allow him to keep the team together. As dispenser of privileges his
moves are double-edged and are calculated to pacify and ingratiate at times,
at other times to drive the wedge in a little further. This is basically
a divide and conquer strategy played by A at a level of involvement which
serves his personal ends and attains minimum organizational objectives as
well. The efforts of B-C and D-E to tip the scales in their favor
permanently are denied; but the balance is maintained by A not so much
for the sake of the organization (which might well be an appropriate
endeavor), but to satisfy personal needs.
Cataloging Causes and Consequences
An organization•s proneness to power-gaming results from a number
of climate variables and their interplay. Among these are those created
by the styles, personalities and expectations of key executives, the emphasis on internal competition, and the reward/status systems at work.
Organizations in which turnover in key positions is common, or where
reorganizat1on is viewed as a viable solution to every malfunction are
particularly prone. Often the factors are interrelated so that instability
leads to power-gaming and power-gaming leads to further instability.
In addition there are many micro-variables at work in every organization which have the potential to fuel these power dynamics and will surface
where the climate of the organization is permissive. Where the emphasis on
internal competition is very strong and the reqards are keyed to these outcomes the natural differences among individuals and groups are exacerbated
and may find expression in dysfunctional forms. Age and generational
differences, personal differences, status and occupational differences can
become the focal points of such strife. So can sexual differences. Sex
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gaming has become more prevalent in some organizations where women are
beginning to enter the ranks of management.
Where a high degree of personal insecurity is prevalent game entry is
sought as a means of self-defense. Then too, there are always those people
in any organization who seek power for its own sake. While the drive for
power is not aberant and in fact is a strong motive for many in management,
it is the acquisition and use of power that is at issue here. Patterns of
likes and dislikes and an interest in promoting one's favorites commonly
underlie superior-subordinate powerplays. Finally, where a leader feels
insecure or is preoccupied with a need to dominate we can expect to find
the dynamics of triangulation.
Consequences
The consequences are costly and can spell failure for an organization
or any individual in it. Organizations are established to satisfy objectives which are legitimized and impersonal. This is primary. They can and
do also serve as a vehicle to satisfy a variety of legitimate personal
objectives and needs of their members. Few today would question the
importance of this or the possibilities available to management to allow
accomplishment of both impersonal and personal goals. In fact the opportunities for doing both are frequently viewed as one important measure of
an organization's health and viability.
We would have to regard as dysfunctional the activities of any
grouping of managers that substitutes self-interest and private gain for
the accomplishment of organizational objectives- whose primary intention
is to advance the "players" interests without regard for the consequences
to others, and whose actions have the object of reducing the influence of
others through deceit, withdrawal of support, and other means.
When individuals seek to attain personal goals through illegitimate
means they may proceed to do so covertly or overtly. If they achieve gains
in so doing their behavior is reinforced and will be perpetuated and
imitated by others. The fact that no punishments are forthcoming is
experienced as reinforcement and may even come to be viewed as a green light.
Thus it is possible for alliances to form which divide teams and form an
ethic for destructive behavior that can be rationalized as defensive.
There is then a real danger that this behavior will become rooted as an
organizational norm. Success in overpowering others through collusion
breeds an atmosphere of distrust and the atmosphere itself calls forth
further distorted interpersonal behavior.
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The consequences are both tangible and intangible:
-decreased effectiveness
-costly sabotage
-reduced energy and organizational
momentum
-buck passing
-lowered morale
-high turnover
-reduced cooperation

-high levels of personal anxiety
-destructive competition
-confused communications
-widespread distrust
-cynicism re: objectives, rewards
-cynici'sm re: career planning,
evaluation

Preventive and Corrective Measures
It has been said with some truth that an organization gets what it
values. Where there is a genuine commitment to cooperation, support, trust
and merit, collusive relationships are likely to be short-lived and infrequent. If higher management is alert and sensitive to these it will accept
them as symptomatic of a disturbance or imbalance and seek to uncover the
causes which may lie in a perceived injustice. If it discovers that there
are discrepancies between organizational policy and their own behavior
they should take measures to make them consistant. Many of the cues for
organizational behavior are derived from careful observation of top
personnel. Executives are powerful behavioral models. This is basic and
is certainly a starting point in building a cohesive organization.
If the organization values merit, then its employment and promotion
practices must reflect this. If cooperation is valued, then it must be
rewarded. If acceptance of appointed authority is valued, then appointed
managers must not be bypassed. Where fairness is valued, steps must be
taken to discourage practices that are aimed at isolating a member of the
management team, or reducing his prestige through calculated assaults.
Commitment to a system of appraisal which provides regular, objective
feedback on a manager's performance can allay a great deal of unnecessary
anxiety and personal insecurity and go a long way towards building a trust
relationship. Where managers are in conflict over substantive issues, the
resolution should be based on issues and not on personalities. Finally,
minorities and female managers are particularly susceptible to the dynamics
discussed and care should be taken to provide them the support they may need.
Concluding Note
The dynamics of collusion within organizations are both a cause and a
consequence of the counter-productive behaviors discussed. The motivations
of those involved are complex and the machinations are dynamic. Some of the
behavior involves explicit agreements and is quite conscious and calculated,
while unconscious motivation is also present. Much of it is irrationally
motivated through fear, jealousy and dislike. Where values are distorted
we can expect to find the devil 's triangle is indeed an organizational
rea 1ity.
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TH1E/MEETING MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP
LTC
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MAJ

Don Van Eynde
Ron Smith
Andy O'Brien
Al Coke

INTRODUCTION
Printed below is the design for a three-hour time management/meeting
management workshop which the authors formulated for presentation to
brigade and battalion commander designees at the Pre-Command Course.
It was tested at Fort Ord on mixed groups of OESOs and 7th Infantry
Division officers and their spouses and was favorably received.
To prepare for the time management portion of this workshop it is necessary
to familiarize yourself with the book by AlanLakein .• How to Get Control
of Your Time and Your Life, New York: Signet, 1974. The book is widely
distributed in paperback edition at book stores for a cost of $1.50 and is
also available on loan from the OETC library. Although the film/TV
tape, "Time Management" by Peter Drucker enhances the workshop somewhat, i t
is certainly not requisite to success. That key lies in the skill of the
facilitator in drawing out from the group real-life time problems.
WORKSHOP DESIGN
I.

INTRODUCTION:
A.

Introduce Self

B.
Nature of Workshop: To discuss ways in which you can gain more
control of your time and to present techniques you can use to make your
meetings more effective.
C.

Payoffs of Getting Better Control of Your Time:

1. More efficient at your job.
for your subordinates.)
2.

(Spin-off--make it easier

Reduce your own stress/tension level.

3. Have more time for yourself to do what you want to do and
to spend with your families.

D.
Expectations: "What specific things would you like to learn
about time and meeting management?" Post results. Use as anchor for workshop.
E.

Agenda:

(Post on newsprint)

1.

Identify time-wasters (15 min)

2.

TV tape on time management( 30 n•i n)
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3.

Time-wasters--another perspective (10 min)

4.

Break (5 min}

5.

Ways to manage time (55 min)

6.

Break (10 min}

7.

Characteristics of good and bad meetings ( 10 min)

8.

How to run an effective meeting (20 min}

9.

Reactions to workshop--feedback (5 min)

I I. Identify time-wasters.
Post results. (Assumption:

"What things do you see as wasting your time? 11
Most items presented will be external influences.}

III. Show Peter Drucker TV tape on time management. (Prior to showing tape,
ask students to try to identify themselves with the boss in the tape and
to mentally note any more time-wasters that might come to mind.}
IV. Ask students to give any additional time wasters that may have
come to mind as a result of viewing the film. Post on newsprint. (Assumption: Most items will be internal in nature.) State that focus of workshop
is on the internal items, although how to influence some external items will
also be covered.
V.

Five-minute break

IV. Techniques for Gaining Control of Your Time (Numbers following
paragraphs are page numbers in reference book by Lakein, How to Get
Control of Your Time and Your Life.)
A.
Scheduling (Handout weekly schedule sheets-- Incl 1.
ticipants post A2- A4 on their worksheet.)
l. "Who controls your schedule?"
under firm guidance.

done (93)

2.

Prime time:

3.

Availability Time:

4.

Individual Time:

5.

Unscheduled Time:

6.

Sleep Time( 59)

7.

Weekend Time

Have par-

You or your secretary acting

Time you do your best work( 46-48)
Time you have trouble getting things
(Breaks, Lunch) (58) (121)
The "slack" built in.
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(50-51)

B.
"To Do 11 lists 11 {Handout blank 3X5 cards, have participants
11
make a to-do 11 list for following day.) (28-29)
1.

Use daily

2.

List tasks for tomorrow

3.

Prioritize:

4.

Sub-prioritize:

5.

Work first on A's (preferably Al) then B's then C's.

A,B,C (Try not to have more than 3-4 A's.)
Al, A2 ..... , Bl, B2 ..... , Cl, C2 ...... .

C.
The Time uestion: "What I am doing right now .... Is it the best
use of my time? 11 96
Note: From this point on, let participants select
subjects to be discussed. Headings D through L are posted on butcher paper
and group selects order of presentation.)
D.
80/20 Rule:
"If you kept track of everything you did and the
value of the results from that activity, 80% of the value would come from
20% of your activity.
(71)
11

E. Value of Planning:
execution time.

Every moment of planning saves 3-4 moments of

F.
Swiss Cheese Method: Poke holes in the task--fragment it into
sub-tasks. Work on the fragments as you get a spare 10-15 minutes.
g.

When Others Control Your Time {84)
. Learn to say no graciously
. Learn to fit them into your schedule
• Ask if they can wait awhile

H.

Reading Books, Manuals, etc.

(82-83)

. Look for the author's outline, table of contents, chapters,
italicized headings. Don't spend time reading embellishments of a point
you understand.
·
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I.

Procrastination because:
1.

Task is unpleasant (129-137)

a.

Ask "What am I afraid of?"

b.

"What's the worst thing
that could happen?"

"What's the price of
de 1ay?" ( 136)

2.

Task is boring (120}

a.

Get in touch with boredom.

b.

Look for a more interesting
part of task to work on.

c.

Do ten minutes of it-then make conscious decision
( ] 06) ( 112)

3.

. "What are the benefits of
doing it now?" (140}
Cut off escape routes( 147)

Not enough time to complete right now. (100)
- Use Swiss Cheese Method

J.

K.

L.

M.

When low-priority tasks( C's) become urgent (A's):
1.

Be alert for increasing priority

2.

Handle as A's

(74)

Finding time to meet your personal goals
1.

Control your time

2.

Swiss cheese method(

Handling Paperwork:
1.

A & C Piles

2.

Use of C drawer

Summary:

~.g.,

to write a novel)

(79)

To get control of your time, need to do as a minimum:

1.

Scheduling, To-Do Lists

2.

Ask the time question

VII. BREAK- 10 minutes
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VIII.

MEETING MANAGEMENT
A.

Transition:

Relate subject to "Time Wasters" list.

B.
Have students generate list of characteristics of the best and
worst meetings they have ever attended.
C.

Present NEAT model
N ature

I xpectations

. A genda

. f ime
D.

IX.

Other Considerations:
1.

Who attends?

2.

How often?

3.

Where?/Facilities

4.

Role of the leader -- to control the meeting

5.

Use of an observer/facilitator

6.

Getting group input

7.

Recording decisions/follow-up memos

8.

Critique--five minutes at end of each meeting

CLOSURE
A.

Summari.ze key points

B.

Pass out hand-outs ... Lakein's book, pamphlets, etc.

C.

Ask for reactions to workshop

If you have any questions regarding the workshop or can suggest
improvements, please call anyone of the authors at AV 929-3519/2889/3588.
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BUILDING THE NCO - OFFICER TEAM
COMPANY/BATTERY LEVEL
MAJ Peter B. Dulcamara
OESO, 1st INF Div
Teamwork, more accurately, the lack of teamwork between unit officers and
noncommissioned officers produces a significant number of INTRA organizational problems. Officers perceive their role in organizations as
problem solvers, many times overlooking the strength and needs of the NCO.
The NCO's perception of rule is influenced strongly by the increased emphasis
placed on regaining power and prestige 11 lost 11 as a result of Vietnam.
Officers talk about NCOs with the qualification, 'Pre or Post Vietnam
quality: lieutenants, who have never seen Vietnam arrive in Europe with
the attitude 11 NCOs have minimum capabilities .. , as their start point to
begin the team building process. Many lieutenants experience difficulty
recognizing the NCO, as teacher. The result of the Lieutenants negative
.. mental set .. toward the NCO, thrown against the NCOs goal of regaining
status/is a time consuming process. The resulting confrontation is usually
win/lose and highly dysfunctional to the individuals and organizations involved.
Role clarification meetings and other team building techniques, utilizing
the OESO, have proved productive to identify and solve the problem mentioned
above. Exposure to learning and increasing awareness of problem solving,
conflict resolution and team building techniques during basic courses for
officers and NCOs will provide additional opportunities for individuals to
acquire needed skills to deal with intra-organizational team building, many
times without the aid of an outside facilitator.
COUNSELING
The term, counseling, produces negative feelings in indiviudals throughout the rank structure. Emphasis placed on counseling statements, to
compile a history of poor performance, has severely limited the effectiveness of formal counseling. The use of personal and performance counseling
to build on positive performance is seldom used. Leaders continue to spend
high amounts of time and other resources on poor performers. The productive
soldier and positive performance by 11 DUDS 11 is neglected.
The knowledge, the 11 how to 11 is known by leaders. The skill and confidence,
developed through actual use of positive counseling techniques, have not
been developed or in many cases experienced. Exposure, during formal
training, to OE techniques involving role play and other exercises designed
to build confidence, through experiencing the activity and associated feelings,
will increase the opportunity for positive change.
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ASSESSMENT
The following list is my assessment of skills, lacking throughout all grades
encountered, during my 22 month assignment as brigade OESO.
COMMUNICATION

LISTENING

PROBLEM SOLVING

CONFLICT RESOLUTION

TEAM BUILDING

MEETING TECHNOLOGY

DECISION MAKING

ROLE & JOB CLARIFICATION
FEEDBACK

Company/battery level commanders have involved themselves and members of
their units in planning and implementation to a much greater degree
than higher commanders and staffs. Small unit leaders have also taken
greater personal risk to implement change than leaders above company/battery
level. Apprehension over loss of power seems to be much stronger among
field grade officers.
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OPEN SYSTEMS:

AN OVERVIEW
Major(P) Thomas E. Fahey
Concepts Development
USAOETC

In the past the favorite OE catchall term was team building. It has now
been replaced and the 11 in 11 term is 11 0pen systems. 11 Everyone is talking
about it, but what the hell is it? Open systems seems to mean different
things to different people. I am writing this paper as a sort of strawman statement that deals with open systems in Army OE. My hope is that
it is provocative rather than definitive. Essentially, it will ask the
following questions: why open systems in the Army, what is open systems,
what is the open systems planning process? Finally, it will close with
a retrospective look at the open systems process and some of its applications.
WHY OPEN SYSTEMS?
How familiar is this scenario to you? Your assessment of an organization
has generated a pile of data concerning a whole range of issues. Many of
these issues are apparently out of the realm of control of the boss or
organization to address. Have you been there before? I certainly have.
For a long time, as both consultant and trainer in the 16-week course,
I've given a standard response - one I know you've heard. "Let's make
two columns: one for those items which you can affect and one for those
which you can't do anything about. Then, let's work on the ones you can
do something about. Let's do some goal setting and action planning. 11
Still familiar?
Lately, I've become frustrated with such a narrow and limiting approach
to assisting an organization. More and more it seems, many of the major
issues affecting an organization appear to be located either outside the
organization itself, or at the boundary between the organization and its
environment. In addition, although most Army organizations are depicted
by a traditional wiring diagram, their behavior is certainly more complex
than suggested by that simple diagram. Some examples: The Division G-4
is responsible for the materiel management of the Division, yet he exerts
almost no direct control over the utilization or maintenance of those
assets; in actuality, a whole host of agencies from the installation to
the MACOM to DA level have their fingers in and exert influence on the
materiel management of the Division. Another example: The battalion
commander's degrees of freedom to control are severely limited by a
variety of forces outside his organization, from the brigade commander
to the IG to multiple tasking or inspection agencies on the Division
general staff, many of whom often provide conflicting guidance, taskings,
or inspection criteria. Higher level commanders and their staffs are
faced with even more complex problems in terms of dealing with multiple
demands and limitations from the environment.
Another set of reasons in answering 11 Why open systems? 11 is a partial list
of concerns vocalized by OESOs at a recent open systems seminar here at
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OETC.

A sampling of those concerns is as follows:
How to get clients to work on the real issues in the organization?

- In response to abuse of basic trainees, how should trainees be
socialized and, even more difficult, how to develop a change strategy to
affect the training environment within the Army?
- How to introduce a proactive planning technology into an organization such as a Division headquarters that sees itself relatively powerless in dealing with its environment? In addition, how to do it in a
cost effective and time efficient manner when the train is going 150
miles an hour?
- Given the degree of turnover and turbulence in the Army, how can
the focus be shifted from individuals to a systematic one in order to
develop a greater degree of stability?
- How to get started and stay started with OE in large organizational
systems? In other words, how to develop a holistic and self sustaining
effort with systemic responses to systemic problems?
-How to make OE work in relevant Army systems (personnel, logistical,
training)?
- How to raise new consultants• awareness of systems problems versus
going to work with just a bag of tricks?
Another reason for why open systems is the recent criticism that the Army
OE effort in general is activity versus process oriented, that it consists
of a number of discreet "off line" activities that don•t get translated or
integrated into the way an organization conducts its day-to~day business.
WHAT IS OPEN SYSTEMS?
A simple definition of an open system or organization is that it is one
which interacts with its environment, responding to environmental expectations as well as inputs of people and other resources, and outputting
certain products or services. In systems terms an open system exhibits
the quality of 11 negentropy, 11 i.e., it postpones its collapse by taking
more in from its environment than it outputs; in other words, it meets
the demands of the environment and survives. Two less esoteric examples
of a failure to survive are the dinosaur and the horse cavalry. In each
case the system was unable to adapt to the demands placed on it by the
environment.
·
So much for the definition of open systems. More importantly, open systems is a perspective for viewing organizations which exist in an environment of rapid technological, social, and resource changes. This
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perspective is more of an imperative than a luxury in today•s modern
Army organization. In other words, rapid environmental change demands
that the organization or staff agency be especially sensitive to its
environment if it is to survive. An open systems approach provides a
viewing perspective for understanding the environment and the interaction
of the organization with that environment.
WHAT IS OPEN SYSTEMS PLANNING?
In short, open systems planning (OSP) is a process by which OE assessment,
goal setting and planning address two major areas which were previously
ignored - the environment and the future - in a conscious and straightforward manner.
As an overview, this planning process begins with an initial focus on the
environment to determine its demands and expectations. Once the environment is diagnosed, the focus shifts to the organization itself to identify
the adequacy of response to those external issues. Then, the external and
internal data are compared, gaps identified, and goals are set. Finally,
the traditional OMR action planning process is utilized for planning and
achieving those goals. In summary, although there are variations on the
theme, the basic process unfolds as follows:
PHASE I.

ASSESSMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT
- Demands or expectations
- Pressure of constraints
- Opportunities

PHASE II.

ASSESSMENT OF THE INTERNAL STATE OF THE ORGANIZATION
- Asking what is presently being done/not done in response
to those environmental demands/constraints/opportunities
- Identifying "core tasks"

PHASE III.

DEVELOPMENT OF A "BUSINESS AS USUAL" FUTURE SCENARIO
- Asking the question: What would be the state of affairs
at a specified point in the future if we continued as
we are?

PHASE IV.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN "IDEALISTIC" FUTURE SCENARIO
- Asking: If we had complete control and power, what
would we want the state of affairs to be at that specified future point?

PHASE V.

IDENTIFYING THE uGAP" OR "VARIANCES 11 BETWEEN REALISTIC
AND FUTURE
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- Selecting items to address
- Establishing priorities for planning
PHASE VI.

PLANNING.

PHASE VII.

DEVELOPING AN IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
-

TRADITIONAL OMR ACTION PLANNING APPROACH

Working backward from the end point
Developing first steps
Identifying implementation responsibilities
Establishing monitoring responsibilities, criteria
and/or times for reviewing, updating, updating the plan

PHASE VIII.

IMPLEMENT, MONITOR, UPDATE

PHASE IX.

EVALUATION
- Identify successes and failures
- Articulate 1essons 1earned, 11 do di fferently 11
- Reiterate Phase I-VII

RETROSPECTIVE LEARNINGS AND APPLICATION
Essentially, the OSP process is a way of thinking rather than a rigidly
employed technology. The same approach can be used in individual personal
counseling. For example, the lSG gets an individual soldier to identify
all the demands placed on him (external assessment) such as marriage problems, budget problems, etc. The lSG then asks what the soldier's reaction
is to those problems (internal assessment). Next, he asks the soldier what
the state of affairs is likely to be in two months if he continues behaving the way he is (business as usual scenario). Next, he gets the soldier
to identify how he would like things to be in two months if he had control
over his life (idealistic scenario). Finally, he asks the soldier what
steps he could take to get there (action planning). Conceptually, the
process unfolds the same way with the soldier as it would with a commanding
general and his top team, except that the two systems are of different size
and the issues are different.
It should be evident at this point that the OSP process itself focuses on
the entire system in question rather than on a specific problem. What results is the identification of numerous issues as well as an awareness of
the interrelatedness of those issues.
Although open systems thinking is relatively new in the Army, it is beginning to evolve because our traditional action planning technology broke
down when working in organizations with complex and interrelated issues.
The role of the OESO in OSP can be likened to a planning architect who
manages the focus of a work group's activity in developing its own process plan in addressing key organizational issues.
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An assumption related to the point just made is that an organizational
system exists in a fluid and changing environment; thus, the process
must be an iterative one, not a one shot affair. It can be likened to
entering at some point on a coil spring - one iteration of the process
simply takes the organization one loop around and up the coil. At some
point it will be necessary to repeat the process to reidentify new environmental organizational realities.
A major and very dramatic spinoff benefit from this process is an educational one. The key leadership in an organization sees, often for the
first time, the organization and its problems through the eyes of other
members of the leadership. The outcome of this educational benefit is
that OSP often provides a common vision of problems and goals, an important aspect of team buildfng.
CONCLUSION
What I have tried to present is a distilled overview of open systems
thinking as it is emerging. I have been primarily influenced by the
thinking of G. K. Jayaram - initially, in an article he wrote on open
systems planningl and at an open systems conference he conducted at
OETC. The other major influence has been LTC Pike of OETC, whose idea
it was to try the basic approach one time when I was working with him,
and who has generally provided helpful ideas and criticism over the
course of the last year and a half. A final source that gives amplification and some perspective is a section on open systems planning in
the Beckhard and Harris book on organization transitions.2
In addition to this theoretical overview in this article, I am developing a step by step design that should be published by OETC for inclusion
in the OESO Handbook by June of this year.

lJayaram, G.K-s 11 0pen Systems Planningu in Bennis, Benne, Chin and Corey,
The Planning of Change. Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 1976. pp. 276-283.
2Beckhard, Richard and Harris, Reuben T., Organizational Transitions:
Managing Complex Change. Addison-Wesley. 1977.
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THE "EXPERT TRAP" & HOW TO AVOID IT
MAJ BRUCE S. COLEMAN
HQ, I NSCOM
It was about two weeks after entry into the organization that I
realized I had fallen into the "expert" trap. I fell into the trap in
the hallway of the headquarters building. I have since learned that a
few of my contemporaries got caught in traps at the Officers Club and
the coffee pot.
Looking back on my own experience I was warned about the expert trap
at OETC and I consciously tried to avoid it on the FTX. Even when I reentered the organization I was wary of the possibility that an "expert
trap" might be set when I was asked to give briefings. It was, but I was
trained to avoid it in that setting.
The 11 expert 11 trap consists of a language barrier, a gap between
awareness and skill, and the attitude of a zealot. I suppose a number of
lures are effective. I was lured by a combined need for acceptance and
recognition. My enthusiasm hindered rather than helped me negotiate the
hallway strewn with traps. People seemed so eager to find out what I had
learned at OETC and I was eager to tell them. I was impressed when principal staff officers and senior civilian employees who had hardly noticed
me sixteen weeks before now seemed interested in what I had to say.
When casual conversations turned into philosophical discussions and
some well educated people began quoting Drucker, Blake and Manton, and
Likert I finally pulled away from the content and realized what was going
on. The other 11 experts" were checking my credentials. The skeptics were
looking for my vulnerabilities. The fearful were sizing me up to determine
how much of a threat I'd be. Old friends were wondering what happened to me.
Former subordinates seemed concerned about my role and how they would be
affected.
There I was with both feet in an "expert trap" of my own creation.
Earlier I said that the trap consists of a language barrier. I was
not fully cognizant of how my newly gained vocabulary had affected others
at first. Then I learned to substitute the words commander and supervisor
for client, to use operation instead of intervention, to say analyze rather
than process, to advise as opposed to coach, and to train or guide instead
of facilitate. The list could go on and on but thats another subject.
I also stated that the trap consists of a gap between awareness and
skill. Even when I realized that I had experienced every Inclusion issue
in the book. I had difficulty prying open the jaws of that "expert trap".
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The zealous attitude is another problem for the new OESO if he/she
doesn't control it. I had to constantly remind myself that actions speak
louder than words. If I was to gain a foot hold in the organization it
would have to be through demonstration of OE methodology rather than my
own excitement about what OE might do.
So how can one avoid the "expert trap" or get out of it? First of
all, avoid technical jargon. Secondly, don't try to explain OE in the
first four minutes of a conversation or even in one hour. I have achieved
best results in orientation workshops rather than briefings although I have
had success with briefings when I structured them along experiential lines.
Even though I fear much will be lost in the written summarization, I will

ORIENTATION WORKSHOP
Morning 1st Day
* Icebreaker: On 3x5 cards have participants write their first impressions
or reaction to OE. Next they share information in triads. Then they place
a "+" or "-" on their card and their name. The cards are grouped by sign
on the wall where all can see as they get coffee and mix.
* General Remarks:
State goals of workshop
Expectations (if not obtained in pre-workshop interviews}
Agenda
Administrative announcements
*Briefing: Beginning with the story of the "Whole Elephant" (April 1978
Communique page 17) cover definition, objectives, assumptions underlying
OE, the 4 step process, ingredients for success, role of OESO, etc. Much
can be reduced to handouts to be read later. The object of the briefing
is to give structure at the beginning of the workshop and set the stage for
following "mini-OE activities 11 •
Afternoon lst Day
* Explain assessment methods used by OESOs and what can be expected from
the 1st phase of the OE operation.
*Administer a brief written survey (the McBer Climate Survey is excellent
for this) and instruct participants to base responses on their actual
organization.
* Feedback survey results. The advantage of the McBer survey is it can
quickly be scored and posted in a way that participants see it develop.
* Develop issues using group interview technique.
* Have group select one or two to concentrate on the following day.
* Review the day's activities and road map the next day's activities.
Check expectations.
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Morning 2nd Day
*Explain the OMR model.
* Redefine issue in form of 11 How to . . . 11 statements, have the groups
select one and develop impact statements; identify current resources/
actions directed at each issue.
* Force field analysis (optional).
* Develop action plan.
* Discuss possible implementations appropriate to action plan.
Afternoon 2nd Day
* Prepare group(s) for presentation of plan to the workshop sponsor (CG,
COfS, Bde Cdr, etc).
* Group selected spokesperson(s) present action plan to sponsor; sponsor
gives reactions to plan.
* Sponsor asks for feedback on workshop (strengths, weaknesses) OESO
records as part of critique.
* Process group development over the two day period and relate to
objectives of OE process.
* Closing to include a review of the OE process in terms of how it was
applied and how it might continue.
The major advantages to this approach to informing people about OE
without appearing to be an expert are as follows:
1. It leads itself to immediate high visibility in the organization
and demonstrates organizational commitment in the form of time.
2. By experiencing a 11 mini-OE operation 11 participants understand
the process,,
3. Since real data on the organization is dealt with, the OESO has
an excellent sensing mechanism built in and an opportunity to implement the plan with the workshop sponsor as a client is a real
possibility.
4. If participants do not themselves become clients in the future
you will at least have familiar faces in the client organization if
their bosses call on you. In my case, 6 of 7 chiefs working for my
first client (a MACOM DCofS) has attended an orientation workshop.
This pattern continued successfully as I entered other headquarters
elements.
I give credit to MAJ Tom Fayhe for designing the first orientation workshops I presented (Tom co-facilitated). To others considering
the use of this technique for entering an organization as the pioneer
OESO I would recommend co-facilitation with an external consultant.
If anyone is to even remotely appear to be the technical expert it
should be the external OESO so that you can 11 Cash in 11 by facilitating
the group during the mini-OE activity.
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CONFERENCE DESIGN
LTC JOHN L. NOVOTNY
OE DIV/ODCSPER, DA
1. Much of what an OESO does revolves around managing conferences of
various types. For example, transition meetings, goal and role clarification exercises, and command and staff meetings can all be considered as
conferences of a sort. This paper provides some personal observations
and thoughts concerning the design and conduct of conferences. I believe
these thoughts are especially pertinent to high level, organization-wide
types of conferences. This article supports previous articles written by
LTC Frank Burns; i.e., 11 Goal and Role Clarification 11 and 11 Action Planning
Conferences.~~ and is intended to complement them.
This paper focuses on
more subtle issues that, in context, are subsumed in the larger designs
provided by LTC Burns. Essentially, these remarks are based on my experiences and some of my omissions noted during the actual conduct of
conferences.
2. During the entry phase it is important the OE users control what is to
happen in their conference. That is, their goals and expectations essentially drive the design of the conference. As with other types of OE
conducted in organizations, at some point in time the organization as a
whole becomes the focus of the effort and not just the original OE users.
Therefore, conference design plans should leave flexibility and room to
accommodate some slight shifts in goals and expectations so that participants are considered in the design of activities to take place. The OESO
should be alert to this event and tell the original user when it occurs
so that the conference can progress accordingly.
3. At some point in time during the conference, preferably during its
latter stages, there should be some activities designed to focus on the
transfer or 11 back-home 11 applications of what has taken place in the conference. This helps to generalize commitment to conference progress and
certainly facilitates later evaluation of the conference.
4. Toward the very end of the conference, possibly during closure phases,
it is advisable that participants and the original user reaffirm what they
have agreed to during the conference. That is, OE users can publicly
state their understanding of what transpired in the conference. discuss
any kind of commitments that they have made for their constituents, and
validate any kinds of commitments they understand those constituents have
made toward them. In a general session, participants can be polled to
validate exactly what commitments and agreements have been made during the
course of the conference. This would serve to enhance the transfer of new
information or learnings back to the jobs. and also underscore the importance of the conference in the first place.
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5. Conferences should be accompanied by an evaluation plan. This plan
should include the collection of reactive" kinds of information gathered
toward the end of the conference. More importantly, the evaluation should
occur over time after participants have returned to their jobs. During
this critical phase of evaluation, conference learnings can then be judged
against how they helped the participants back on the job.
Also, subsequent behavioral changes of participants that affect their work may be
attributable to the conference. These three-to-six month post-measures
are important in terms of measuring the effectiveness of the conference,
recalling conference outcomes to participants after they have had time to
forget, and providing input for any subsequent conferences.
11

6. OESO's do not necessarily have to be imbedded in each subworkgroup.
Rather, they should be assigned based upon how much control is needed to
keep the conference moving and estimates of how much "process" work needs
to be done during the course of the conference. Small workgroups can run
themselves once they have been given straightforward procedural guidelines
and have been given objectives with which to work. Scarce and expensive
OE resources can then be used more efficiently.
7. It is important that the activities discussed herein are agreed to
with the OE user prior to the conference. Also, they are not discrete
occurrences, rather they are interdependent and must support overall conference goals. I suggest that OESO's consider them ahead of time, as
opposed to reacting to their appearance during the conference when it is
difficult to logically plan major changes in the conference design.
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PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL
MAJ J. Boynton
OESO, Sixth Army
A recent article in the Communique by LTC Wayne Ploger* discussed
the Civil Service Reform Act and made several cogent points regarding
OE involvement in this new "hot" area.
Sixth Army OE staff has prepared a performance appraisal program
to meet the needs of supervisors of civil service employees on the
CONUSA staff pending the publication of detailed guidance. Impetus was
provided by the intimation that the new efficiency reporting system for
military personnel will have similar requirements. Many of LTC Ploger•s
points have been incorporated; some additional assumptions were made and
acknowledged up front:
- that ideally some sort of performance counseling has been going
on in the past. ,.Ideally" means it isn't happening exactly as advertised.
Realistically what counseling there is ranges from poor to excellent.
In a few cases, no counseling occurs, and in come cases the supervisor
believes he is counseling by token efforts or by meeting efficiency
report suspense dates. This situation makes consistency a major objective of the program and emphasizes the importance of pre-work with
supervisors. The boss must have or be capable of obtaining appropriate
counseling skills.
- that performance counseling is comprised of many 0E" areas and
may exploit the short time set aside for a boss and employee to sit down
and talk privately; communications, meeting technology, conflict resolution, time management, goal setting, role clarification and even team
building might be part of a performance counseling session.
11

- That there are many areas in which it is difficult to establish
specific standards. Active supervision, training of subordinates and
maintenance of morale are examples.
The desired output was expressed initially in these terms:
system must allow for

The

- Negotiation of standards/objectives
- Constructive performance counseling
- Objective/pre-determined rating dimensions
-Consistency over time and between similar civil service jobs.
* See page 52, Vol 1-79, OE Communique, January 1979
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Performance Plan
The Sixth Army program now being tested in the Office of the Chief
of Staff, Resource Management consists of two main components: a
performance plan and (Hersey &Blanchard) Maturity Scales.
The performance plan (format attached) requires that the major
areas of responsibility be identified from the job description. These
responsibilities are entered in the first column. The priority of that
responsibility is penciled in the small box and is subject to change
throughout the rating period. Obviously, the employee must be informed
when priorities are changed.
Standards are applied to each responsibility in very specific
terms, e.g. nO more than one typographical error per page, "not longer
than 30 minutes for calibration per instrument," "all actions for higher
headquarters submitted to supervisor for approval one work day prior to
suspense, etc. This is the opportunity for the boss' desires and the
employee's input to be synthesized into specific, measurable and
achievable criteria.
11

11

11

The objectives (column 2) box may be used in several ways. If
present standards are not being met, the objectives may be the intermediate steps to reaching that standard.
for this rating period,
we'll reach for 75% of standard, and next period for 100% ... " If
standards are being met, the objective may be simply to maintain the
standard. On the other hand, supervisors are encouraged to use the
objective box to specify superior performance areas; 500% of a low
priority standard may be easily attained but insignificant to the organization whereas a 2% increase over standard may be substantial elsewhere.
This gives the employee something meaningful to shoot for and documents
superior performance for subsequent awards.
11

•••

' Column 3 is used by both rater and emoloyee during the rating
period to annotate accomplishments relating to the area of responsibility
rather than trying to reconstruct past events during a counseling
session.
The format for the performance plan is a version of the Performance
Management System developed by Mary Stayne, Chief, Management
Development, for Castle & Cooke, Inc.
Maturity Seale
The second part of the experimental program uses the Maturity
Scales developed by Hersey and Blanchard to support the Situational
Leadership model. For the purposes of this program, maturity is defined
as the capacity to accomplish prescribed functions without active (task)
supervision or continuing (relationship) encouragement.
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The major responsibilities are transposed to the manager and self
rating forms at the beginning of the rating period. The boss also
identifies the five job maturity and five psychological maturity dimensions he feels are most important for each separate responsibility area.
Boss and worker retain their copies of the rating dimensions along with
the performance plan. Consequently, both start the rating period with
a written understanding of responsibilities, standards, and objectives
(including superior perforMance criteria)~ a format for recording
accomplishments and specific dimensions for rating. The initial session
is also a good time for the LEAD and Maturity instruments to be used to
determine the most aopropriate leadership style for each employee, provided their use would not be threatening considering their relationship
to performance appraisal.
Counseling
The semi-annual counseling involves both manager and employee
completing their respective Maturity scale for the resoonsibilities
and dimensions designated at the beginning of the rating period.
The employee is not required to give his/her self-rating to the
manager; however it must be filled out in order to compare self-ratings
against those of the boss.
Counseling is centered around the manager expressing and explaining
his evaluations on the prescribed dimensions. This is the employee's
opportunity to ask questions, clarify or negotiate in areas where there
is a wide disparity in the manager's and the self-rated Maturity levels.
The employee may be asked what leadership style would be appropriate
according to the self rating and the Situational Leadership model (rare
feedback for the supervisor) but is never required to show his self
rating. The session ends with renegotiation of responsibilities and
standards for the next rating period.
Strengths and Weaknesses
The principal strength of the program is the uniformity of a
systematized approach over time and between co-workers in the same task
group. The performance plans become an important part of the institutional memory of the organization and may be incorporated in transition
workshops. The Sixth Army program is also comprehensive as far as
determining expectations of supervisors and uses formats already "roadtested" in industry.
A weakness of the program is the amount of pre-work required to
displace previous systems and instill confidence in supervisors.
References
Some useful tools in doing this have been:
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- the published material supporting the Situational Leaderships,
including Management of Human Behavior: Utilizing Human Resources,
Paul Hersey and Kenneth H. Blanchard.
-Anal zin Performance Problems or 'You Reall Ou hta Wanna',
Robert F. Mager and Peter Pipe for performance analysis
- ST 26-150-2 Job Performance Counseling, OETC (for developing
counseling techniques).
The Sixth Army experimental program is a step in the right
Feedback from users will allow refinement of program materials.
from preparing the environment for the Civil Service Reform Act
a major goal of inducing optimum performance from civil service
ees will be supported.
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direction.
Aside
system,
employ-
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SOURCES AND RESOURCES
Congratulations to all who've made it back this far in the COMMUNIQUE!!
As a partial reward, this definition is offered: 11 A consultant, more
often than not, is a person brought in to find out what has gone wrong
by the people who made it go wrong, in the comfortable expectation that
he will not bite the hand that feeds him by placing the blame where it
belongs. 11 (John A. Patton, in the Dec 1978 issue of Management Review)
** * * ** *

As part of the OE 3-50 Year Plan, a telephone booth was recently erected
outside the OETC Library. (Brief pause for the shouts of 11 At last! 11 to
die down.) Mind you, what we really wanted was steps up to the south
end entrance, still there•s no denying that it is a truly splendid
telephone booth. Little light inside it and everything.
Now, of course, we can expect requests for change to use in the telephone.
So watch out in OE-Land: at last we will be recognized as CHANGE AGENTS!
Postscript. Carrol Weldy's tenure as a change agent at OETC has come to
an end. She received a well-deserved promotion and now works at the
Fort Ord Communications Command. I'm sure that all her friends in the
field join us at the Center in wishing her the best!
* * * * * * *

The first page of this section of the OE COMMUNIQUE is a list of articles
on Organizational Effectiveness that have been published in periodicals
and journals other than the OE COMMUNIQUE. If you know of any that have
been left out, please let me know.
The next portion of this section is a briefly annotated listing of texts
and other published materials that are currently used in the OESO and
OENCO courses at OETC. Recent graduates will not find many changes, but
old timers will probably see some new titles which may be of interest.
Note that there are two new primary texts, both of which have been well
received. The collection of readings compiled by French, Bell and
Zawacki is an excellent source book of theoretical information. The
text ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR AND PERFORMANCE by Ivancevich, Szilagyi
and Wallace reflects the OE course emphasis on the case study method.
Finally there is a revision of an article which originally appeared in
the April 1978 COMMUNIQUE and which deals with building an OE office
resource collection. Now that the OE RESOURCE BOOK is finally a reality,
much of the background material useful in developing an office collection
is compiled in one place. Hope it makes your life a little easier!
Lynn
Librarian, OETC
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ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS --

JOURNAL AND PERIODICAL ARTICLES

Popov, Dan (CPT)
"Meeting the Need for Organizational Effectiveness," Army Administrator,
April 1976.
McEwen, Darryl D.
Your Opinion Counts,n Soldiers, December 1976.
11

Smith, John T. (CPT)
"OE: A New Management Tool,

11

Army Administrator, January 1977.

Action Leadership Through Organizational Effectiveness, 11 Commanders
Call, May/June 1977.
11

Lacerra, Louis J. (MAJ)
"OE: A New Handle on an Old Problem,n Soldiers, July 1977.
McMakin, James P. (MAJ)
"Organizational Effectiveness and the Army Training Evaluation
Program," The Army Communicator, Summer 1977.
Twichell, Heath (COL)
"First Battalion Shapes Up," Army, September 1977.
Schaum, Fred (MAJ)
"Meshing Minds: Organizational Effectiveness," Soldiers, October 1977.
Plummer, Michael T. (LTC)
How to Slow Down the Train," Military Review, January 1978.
11

Grady, Milton (LTC) and Hill, Howard E. (ILT)
"WRAMC Develops Human Relations Training for MP Unit," MP Law Enforcement Journal, Fall 1978
Cahn, Meyer Michael and Nadal, Ramon A. (LTC}
"Organization Development in the United States Army: An Interview with
Lt. Col. Ramon A. Nada1, 11 Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, October/
November/December 1978.
Morgan, John
"Organizational Effectiveness: Management Consultants Are Put to Work
for USAREC, 11 U.S. Army Recruiting and Reenlisting Journal, December 1978.

Articles are listed in chronological order.
OE COMMUNIQUE are not listed.
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Articles published in the

OESO COURSE REFERENCE LIST
USA OETC

LIBRARY AND LEARNING CENTER

Mar 1979

PRIMARY TEXTS
OETC Library issues one copy of each title to each student, to be returned
prior to departure for the Field Training Exercise (FTX). Specific readings in these texts are assigned during the course. The books are also
intended to be used by students for their own reference and research.
Dyer, William G.
INSIGHT TO IMPACT: STRATEGIES FOR INTERPERSONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL
CHANGE, cl976 (Strategies for implementing and evaluating the
process of change.)
Publisher: Brigham Young University Press
approximately $8.00, paperbound
Price:
French, Wendell and Bell, Cecil H.
ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT: BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE INTERVENTIONS FOR
ORGANIZATION IMPROVEMENT, 2nd edition, cl978
(Source book for concepts and practices of OE/00; useful in
briefing OE operations to commanders.)
Publisher: Prentice-Hall, Incorporated
Price:
approximately $8.00, paperbound
French, Wendell, Bell, Cecil H., and Zawacki, Robert A., editors
ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT: THEORY, PRACTICE, AND RESEARCH, cl978
(Collection of definitive articles, many of which are classics in
the field, on the development and current status of 00.)
Publisher: Business Publications, Incorporated
Price:
approximately $12.00, paperbound
Hersey, Paul and Blanchard, Kenneth
MANAGEMENT OF ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR: UTILIZING HUMAN RESOURCES,
3rd edition, cl977 (Summary of leadership and management theories,
including the authors' model of situational leadership.)
Publisher: Prentice-Hall, Incorporated
Price:
approximately $8.00, paperbound
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Ivancevich, John M., Szilagyi, Andrew D., and Wallace, Marc J.
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR AND PERFORMANCE, c1977
(Applies the scientific method to the study of performance at the
individual, group and organizational levels.)
Publisher: Goodyear Publishing Company, Incorporated
Price:
approximately $17.00, hardbound
Kast, Fremont and Rosenzweig, James E.
ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT: A SYSTEMS APPROACH, 2nd edition, c1974
(Basic text on systems theory as it relates to management and OE.)
Publisher: McGraw-Hill Book Company
Price:
approximately $15.00, hardbound
Leavitt, Harold J.
MANAGERIAL PSYCHOLOGY, 4th edition, c1978
(Overview of major categories of interpersonal problems in organizations; useful in the understanding of conflict management.)
Publisher: University of Chicago Press
Price:
approximately $10.00, hardbound
Schein, Edgar
PROCESS CONSULTATION, c1969
(Concise introduction to the process orientation of consulting.)
Publisher: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company
Price:
approximately $6.00, paperbound
University Associates (edited by J. William Pfeiffer and John E. Jones)
ANNUAL HANDBOOK FOR GROUP FACILITATORS ('72-'79 editions)
HANDBOOK OF STRUCTURED EXPERIENCES FOR HUMAN RELATIONS TRAINING
(Volumes I-VII)
REFERENCE GUIDE TO HANDBOOKS AND ANNUALS, 3rd edition, c1979
(Standard resource collection of practical training materials.}
Publisher: University Associates, Incorporated
ANNUAL HANDBOOKS, approximately $13.00 each, paperbound
Price:
STRUC EXPERIENCES, approximately $6.00 each, paperbound
REFERENCE GUIDE, approximately $6.00, paperbound
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OESO COURSE REFERENCE LIST

SUPPLEMENTARY TEXTS
Multiple copies of these titles are available in the OETC Library for
check-out and return prior to departure for the FTX. Specific readings
in these texts are occasionally assigned during the course. Students
are encouraged to increase their knowledge and competency by consulting
the appropriate texts in self-directed study.
Boshear, Walton C. and Albrecht, Karl G.
UNDERSTANDING PEOPLE: MODELS AND CONCEPTS, c1977
(Compilation of models useful in the description and understanding
of human behavior. Useful in preparation for L&MDC training.}
Publisher: University Associates, Incorporated
Price:
approximately $10.00, paperbound
Dyer, William
TEAM BUILDING: ISSUES AND ALTERNATIVES, c1977
(Extensive coverage of team building as an OE/OD implementation.}
Publisher: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company
Price:
approximately $6.00, paperbound
Egan, Gerard
FACE TO FACE: THE SMALL-GROUP EXPERIENCE AND INTERPERSONAL GROWTH,
c1973 (Facilitation skill building for use in small group training.)
Publisher: Brooks/Cole Publishing Company
Price:
approximately $6.00, paperbound
Fordyce, Jack L. and Weil, Raymond
MANAGING WITH PEOPLE: A MANAGER S HANDBOOK OF ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT METHODS, c1971 (Source book of OE/OD techniques; useful in
briefing OE operations to commanders.)
Publisher: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company
Price:
approximately $8.00, paperbound
1

Harvey, Donald F. and Brown, Donald R.
AN EXPERIENTIAL APPROCH TO ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT. c1976
(Theory and simulations useful in all phases of an OE opeartion,
particularly implementation.}
Publisher: Prentice-Hall, Incorporated
Price:
approximately $10.00, paperbound
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Herman, Stanley M. and Korenich, Michael
AUTHENTIC MANAGEMENT: A GESTALT ORIENTATION TO ORGANIZATIONS AND
THEIR DEVELOPMENT, c1977 (Introduction to OD consulting theories
and techniques from a Gestalt theory base.)
Publisher: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company
Price:
approximately $10.00, paperbound
Huse, Edgar
ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGE, c1975
(College-level text which includes practical applications and
implementation strategies.)
Publisher: West Publishing Company
Price:
approximately $15.00, hardbound
Inga 11 s, John D.
A TRAINERS GUIDE TO ANDRAGOGY: ITS CONCEPTS, EXPERIENCE AND APPLICATION, revised edition, 1973 (Guide to theories and practical applications of adult education; useful in designing workshops.)
Publisher: Gov't Publishing Office, Superintendent of Documents
Price:
approximately $3.50, paperbound
(request publication number HE 17.8:AN2/973)
Lakein, Alan
HOW TO GET CONTROL OF YOUR TH~E AND YOUR LIFE, c 1973
(Material useful in determining individual priorities and in developing time management workshops.)
Publisher: New American Library
Price:
approximately $2.00, paperbound
Lippitt, Gordon and Lippitt, Ronald
THE CONSULTING PROCESS IN ACTION, c1978
(State-of-the-art/science of management consulting, including
roles, tasks and strategies.) ·
Publisher: University Associates, Incorporated
Price:
approximately $10.00, paperbound
Lippitt, Gordon L.
VISUALIZING CHANGE: MODEL BUILDING AND THE CHANGE PROCESS, c1973
(Non-mathematical models designed to give a graphic representation
of the change diagnosis, forces and goals.)
Publisher: University Associates, Incorporated
Price;
approximately $10.00, paperbound
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Luft, Joseph
GROUP PROCESSES: AN INTRODUCTION TO GROUP DYNAMICS, 2nd edition, c1970
(Overview of group dynamics, including a thorough explanation of the
Johari Window model in an interpersonal context.)
Publisher: Mayfield Publishing Company
Price:
approximately $4.00, paperbound
Nadler, David
FEEDBACK AND ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT, c1977
{Comprehensive treatment of the role of data collection and feedback
in the process of OE/00.)
Publisher: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company
Price:
approximately $6.00, paperbound
Pfeiffer, J. William, and others
INSTRUMENTATION IN HUMAN RELATIONS TRAINING, 2nd edition, c1976
(Guide to the content and use of instruments, particularly FIRO-B;
order information is included.)
Publisher: University Associates, Incorporated
Price:
approximately $10.00, paperbound
Shaw, Marvin E.
GROUP DYMANICS: THE PSYCHOLOGY OF SMALL GROUP BEHAVIOR, 2nd ed., c1976
(Standard text for the study of the formation and interaction
processes of groups.)
Publisher: McGraw-Hill Book Company
Price:
approximately $15.00, hardbound
Zunin, Leonard and Zunin, Natalie
CONTACT: THE FIRST FOUR MINUTES, c1972
(Covers a range of entry techniques useful in beginning OE operations.)
Publisher: Ballentine Books
Price:
approximately $2.25, paperbound
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OESO COURSE REFERENCE LIST
MILITARY PUBLICATIONS
A copy of each of these publications is issued to each student as a course
handout. These publications are retained by students as personal reference
materials. Unless otherwise indicated, all items are published bv OETC and
are available to the field on a limfted basis. Requests may be sent to
Commander, USAOETC, ATTN: Training Literature Officer, Fort Ord, CA 93941.
Those publications preceded by an asterisk (*) may be locally reproduced.
ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS (OE) ACTIVITIES AND TRAINING (AR 600-76)
(The regulation which establishes DA policy regarding OE activities in
the Army.)
Source: Local installation AG Publications section.
COMMANDERS GUIDE TO ORGANIZAT TONAL EFFECTIVENESS (TC 26-1)
(Introduction to the concepts and practices of OE in brief, highly readable
format. An OE "Best Seller.
Source: US Army Adjutant General Publications Center
2800 Eastern Boulevard
Baltimore, MD 21220
(Request on DA Form 17)
11

)

OESO HANDBOOK
(Reference collection of the theory and practice of OE as they are presented
in the OESO course. Looseleaf format permits additional material to be
interfiled as desired by the user. Available only to graduates of OETC.)
OE COMMUNIQUE (current issue only)
(Quarterly publication of OETC which serves as a forum for the exchange of
information on OE.)
FACTORS IN ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS (RB 26-1)
(HumRRO study conducted by Joseph A. Olmstead which analyzed the components of "competence" and the contribution of each component to
organizational effectiveness. The study is further reported in RB 26-4.)
OE RESOURCE BOOK (RB 26-2)
(Bibliography of printed and audiovisual materials for the study and practice of OE; also serves as an index to the collections of the OETC
Library and Learning Center.)
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SMALL GROUP METHODS OF INSTRUCTION (RB 26-3)
(A handbook for the selection and application of typical small-group methods
of instruction, prepared for HumRRO by Joseph A. Olmstead.)
COMPONENTS OF ORGANIZATIONAL COMPETENCE: TEST OF A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
(RB 26-4} (Results of a HumRRO study designed to identify organizational
processes critical to effectiveness, using the concept of organizational
competence. This study provided the basis for RB 26-5.)
GUIDE TO ASSESSMENT OF ORGANIZATIONAL PROCESS PERFORMANCE OF BATTLE STAFFS
(RB 26-5) (Supplemental text and reference document for a workshop on the
application of OE skills in combat environments.)
TRAINERS GUIDE AND LESSON PLANS TO THE LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT COURSE (ST 26-105-6} (A guide to the activities involved in the
training of the one week L&MDC, to be used with the Student Handbook
listed below. Issued only to certified L&MDC trainers.)
STUDENT HANDBOOK: LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT COURSE
(ST 26-105-6-1) (Handbook for use by participants in the L&MDC.)
LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT TRAINERS COURSE HANDBOOK
(ST 26-105-6-2} (A guide to the activities involved in the training of
the four week L&MDTC. Issued only to certified L&MDTC trainers.)
THE MANAGEMENT OF STRESS (ST 26-150-1)
JOB PERFORMANCE COUNSELING (ST 26-150-2}
(Two sub-courses in an on-going OE self-study program. Additional titles
are planned for future publication.)
CHANGE OF COMMAND TRANSITION MODEL
(Model and design for the presentation of a one day change-of-command
transition workshop developed by practicing OESOs.)
MANAGING THE CONTEXT OF WORK
(Examination of the importance of work environment to both individual and
organizational effectiveness.}
ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS (RB 12-2)
(Reference book for USACGSC instruction on OE. Includes overview information and selected readings.}
Source: US Army Command and General Staff College
Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027
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LEADERSHIP AND EXCHANGE IN FORMAL ORGANIZATIONS (RB 22-100-l}
(Reprint of a work by T. 0. Jacobs which examines influence processes
in formal organizations.)
THE MANAGEMENT OF STRESS (OE~~~1}
(The correspondence course version of ST 26-150-l. Available to
individuals and groups through enrollment in the Army Correspondence
Course Program. Point of contact is the local Education Services
officer. Completion of this course will result in the awarding of
promotion points to enlisted personnel.}
JOB PERFORMANCE COUNSELING (OE~~~2)
(The correspondence course version of ST 26-150-2. Available to
individuals and groups through enrollment in the Army Correspondence
Course Program. Point of contact is the local Education Services
officer. Completion of this course will result in the awarding of
promotion points to enlisted personnel.}
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BUILDING AN OE OFFICE RESOURCE COLLECTION
INTRODUCTION
The two most frequent questions regarding resources for OE offices are
"How can I keep current on what•s available in the fields of applied
psychology, behavioral science and OE/OD?" and "How can I order materials
for permanent retention by my office?" These are perplexing questions,
particularly for individuals new to these fields and/or unfamiliar with
military procurement practices. Fortunatley there several relatively
straightforward ways to begin developing procedures, which are outlined
below.
The key is to use the concept of "support systems" as it is presented in
the OE course. Your support systems include the OETC Library, publishers
and distributors of printed and audiovisual materials, professional
development organizations, and the individuals at your installation who
orepare budget requests and control funds.
BASIC COLLECTIONS
First consider the basics, the first purchases .. around which an effective collection can be built. Recommendations for a basic OE reference
library of books are included in the OE RESOURCE BOOK at Section B.
All order information is given for each book title. The list is aimed
at general coverage and not all titles will be needed by all offices,
depending on the thrust of OE at the installation. If your office is
most active in presenting workshops, for example, you may want additional
materials on setting up workshops or on improving facilitation skills.
See Section D of the OE RESOURCE BOOK for additional titles in specific
subject areas. You can obtain full order information for books in
Section D by consulting a current edition of BOOKS IN PRINT at your
local library. Use the volumes marked "Titles,.. which also give
addresses of publishers.
11

Instruments which may be useful in conducting OE operations are listed
in Section A of the OE RESOURCE BOOK. Selected audiovisual materials
which are available in the Army•s Training Aids Support Center (TASC)
system are listed in Section C of the OE RESOURCE BOOK.
KEEPING CURRENT
Keeping current in any field requires some effort, and particularly in a
developing field such as OE. New materials appear on the market on a
daily basis. But that fact only helps you if you are aware of their
existence.
The "Sources and Resources section of each OE COMMUNIQUE will include
some updating of the OE RESOURCE BOOK. Books in the OETC Library
collection may be borrowed for preview purposes by using the overprinted
11
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Disposition Form 11 Request to Borrow Books, 11 a copy of which appears on
page 269 of the OESO HANDBOOK. Additional forms may be requested from
the OETC Library. Recreation and technical libraries on or near your
installation are also good candidates for inclusion in your support system.
Publishers of books and audiovisual materials are eager to include
potential customers on their mailing lists. All it takes is a post card.
Suggested addresses are given in Section A of the OE RESOURCE BOOK.
Reading reviews in four or five business or behavioral science periodicals will also give you some solid leads. Periodicals and journals
themselves contain much information that eventually ends up in book form,
so you may also consider ordering subscriptions to several at the same
time you order books. A selected list of periodicals, with complete
order information, is also in Section A of the OE RESOURCE BOOK.
Another source of leads for additional materials to round out an office
collection is references to books and journal articles which are given
in footnotes or bibliographies of materials you have found useful in the
past. If you are reading a good article on stress management in the
Harvard Business Review, for example, and you'd like to have some more
in-depth information, be on the lookout for other sources that the
author of the article cites.
Professional development organizations provide an excellent forum for
the exchange of information and new resources. Many OE offices have
been successful in budgeting for membership in organizations and/or
attendance at professional development workshops or seminars. In
Section A of the OE RESOURCE BOOK there is a list of professional and
training organizations which are active in fields relating to OE. A
post card request to each of them will get you on their mailing lists
to receive notice of their publications and activities.
PLACING ORDERS
If you persue the options listed above, you will have many leads and
will be anxious to get orders placed. That's where your local support
system comes into the picture.
The first step is to locate a source of funds from which you can order.
There should be someone in the section or directorate for which you work
who controls the funding for the organization and who can give you the
details on how much is available for your use and what procedure to use
in ordering. (Information about establishing a separate OE office budget
in contained in paragraph 2-6 of AR 600-76.)
The actual procedure may vary from installation to installation, but
basically it goes like this. The organization submits a Purchase
Request and Committment (DA Form 3953) to its supporting Procurement
Office, which actually places the order with the vendor. Orders will
be processed more quickly if full information is provided about each
item: title, author (if there is one), price, and address of a publisher
or other source from which the item is available, including a telephone
number if possible. Your organization will know that an order has been
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placed when it receives a copy of the Order for Supplies or Services
(DO Form 1155) from Procurement. Do not (repeat, NOT) assume that the
order has been placed until the DO 1155 is received. If you have not
received it within a reasonable period of time, contact Procurement and
use all of your communication skills.
RECEIVING ORDERS
Eventually the long awaited goodies will arrive. All that remains is
to label them conspicuously as belonging to your office and to begin
using them. Word of caution: if it looks as though control of your
office collection may become a problem, you will probably want to
establish a procedure for knowing who has what. This could be as simple
as a clip board sheet where borrowers• names and an indication of the
items borrowed are recorded and crossed off when items are returned.
If you find this procedure to be inadequate, you could use some of the
techniques outlined in the book HOW TO ORGANIZE AND OPERATE A SMALL
LIBRARY, listed on page B-1 of the OE RESOURCE BOOK.
And now, enjoy!!
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ROSTERS

NOTE:

The practice of printing the roster
of names for all previous classes has
been discontinued effective with this
issue.
Only rosters of classes graduating
between issues of the Communique will
be included.
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UNITED STATES ARMY
ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING CENTER
STAFF AND FACULTY
NAME

RANK

OFFICE

AUTOVON 929-

LUTZ, JOSEPH C.
DENZLER, ANCIL L.

COL(P)
LTC

Commander
Executive Offier

5919
5919

BAHM, JOHN F., JR.
BRADFORD, WILLIAM B.
BROWN, ROBERT W.
FISHER, WILLIAM R.
LOORAM, JAMES F.
PIKE, GERALD D.
SHEFFIELD, RONALD L.
VAN EYNDE, DONALD F.
WATT, JOSEPH F.

LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC

Training Directorate
Training Directorate
Training Directorate
Training Directorate
Training Directorate
Concepts Developments
Opns & Spt Directorate
Training Directorate
Evaluation Directorate

3519
4021
7058
3519
3588
71 06
2775
4021
4754

KAHN, OTTO
SPEHN, MEL R.

GS-14
GS-14

ARI Liaison Officer
Training Developments

7911
7058

GUIDO, LAWRENCE C.
SAVARD, DAVID A.

GS-13
GS-13

Training Directorate
Evaluation Directorate

3519
7980

Training Directorate
Evaluation Directorate
Training Directorate
Concepts Developments
Training Directorate
Training Directorate
Training Directorate
Training Directorate
Training Directorate
Concepts Development
Opns & Spt Directorate
Training Developments
Training Directorate
Training Directorate
Concepts Developments

4675
7980
3796
71 06
4021
4021
3796
3519
3519
71 06
2775
7058
3519
3519
7106

Training
Training
Training
Training
Training

3588
7058
4021
3588
3519

COKE, ALFRED M.
COOPER, FRED D.
DULIN, STANLEY L.
FAHEY, THOMAS E.
HATLER, GAYLORD
JACKSON, JAMES H.
JAMES, CARL A.
KNIKER, NATHAN H.
LENZ, ERNEST J.
O'BRIEN, ANDREW J.
OMPHROY, RAYMOND A.
ROCK, PAUL J.
RODIER, MICHAEL W.
SMITH, RONALD L.
WHITE, RICHARD A.
EPPLER, JERRY M.
FERRIER, STEPHEN
GALLATIN-JAMES, SHARON K.
GOODFELLOW, ROBERT
MILANO, ELYCE
ARMOUR, WAYNE T.
DUKE, JOHN R.
HAWKS, THOMAS R.
LANGFORD, WILLIAM D.

MAJ(P)
MAJ
MAJ
MAJ(P)
MAJ
MAJ
MAJ
MAJ
MAJ
MAJ
MAJ
MAJ
MAJ
MAJ
MAJ
GS-12
GS-12
GS-12
GS-12
GS-12

Directorate
Developments
Directorate
Directorate
Directorate

Opns & Spt Directorate
Training Directorate
Concepts Developments
Training Directorate

CPT(P)
CPT
CPT
CPT
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2775
3519
7108
4021

NAME

RANK

OFFICE

AUTOVON 929-

MCMULLEN, KIERAN E.
MITCHELL, EDDIE
PIERET, SHIRLEY C.
PLOURDE, STEVEN H.
SPEED, ROOSEVELT

CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT(P)

Evaluation Directorate
Evaluation Directorate
Training Directorate
Evaluation Directorate
Training Directorate

4574
4574
4675
4574
3519

PRICE, JOHN, E.

lLT

Evaluation Directorate

4574

HEWITT, MELVIN R.
MCCALL, ANDREW N.

SGM
SGM

Training Directorate
CSM

3519
5919

GS-11
GS-11
GS-11

Training Developments
Evaluation Directorate
Evaluation Directorate

7058
4574
4574

MSG
MSG

Training Directorate
Opns & Spt Directorate

3588
7297

GRAY, WILBUR
JOE, BETTE

GS-9
GS-9

Opns & Spt Directorate
Opns & Spt Directorate

6797

HERRICK, LYNN D.

GS-7

Training Directorate

7228

SPRY, DIANE C.

GS-6

Commander's Secretary

5919

BRITSCH, ROBERT B.
NOLAN, LLOYD C.
STANCHFIELD, ALAN D.
SVESTKA, EDWARD H.
TUFONO, TOALEI

2775

BARTLETT, PETER B.
BELASTO, RICHARD C.
CUDGER, W. L.
HINES, RICHARD L.
KNOARIK, RONALD
PIERRE, LOUIS
SMITH, PAUL M.

SFC ( P)
SFC
SFC
SFC
S FC
SFC
SFC

Concepts Developments
Training Directorate
Evaluation Directorate
Training Developments
Training Directorate
Training Directorate
Training Directorate

7885
3588
4574
7058
3796
3588
3588

DUNN, ROBERT W., JR.
MCGUIRE, JERRY

SSG
SSG

Training Directorate
Training Directorate

4675
3796

ERTMANN, BEATRICE
RODGERS, TERRY
SUAFOA, LAFAELE V.

SP5
SP5
SP5

Training Directorate
Training Directorate
Opns &Spt Directorate

4675
7228
7297

DONALDSON, MICHAEL P.

SP4

Opns &Spt Directorate

7297

COMPTON, AMY
GREEN, DEE DEE
LAMBERT, VIRGINIA
MCQUEEN, ALTHEA
MOREHEAD, LINDA
VOORHEES, MARIANNA

GS-4
GS-4
GS-4
GS-4
GS-4
GS-4

Training Developments
Opns &Spt Directorate
Training Directorate
Opns &Spt Directorate
Evaluation Directorate
Concepts Developments

7058
7911
2889

GREENE, E. DOLORES
MCKEOWN, WANDA
RILEY, GAIL M.
WELDY, CARROL

GS-3
GS-3
GS-3
GS-3

Opns
Opns
Opns
Opns
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&Spt
&Spt
&Spt
&Spt

Directorate
Directorate
Directorate
Directorate

2775

4574
7885
2775
2775
2775
2775

NAME
BROWN, GLORIA M.
PAXSTON, TERRY B.
MORGAN, ETHEL
PARKER, SHIRLEY

RANK

OFFICE

AUTOVON 929-

PV2
PV2

Training Directorate
Opns &Spt Directorate

3588
7297

GS-2
GS-2

Evaluation Directorate
Evaluation Directorate

4574
4574
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OENCO PILOT COURSE
1-79
ADAMS, THOMAS C. SFC
HHC USAREC
FT SHERIDAN, IL 60037

CLOUSE, JOHN A. MSG
HHC 24TH INF DIV
ATTN: OESO
FT STEWART, GA 31333

ANDRADE, JOSEPH E. SFC
HQ TRADOC
ATPR-HR-0
FT MONROE, VA 23651

COWAN, IRVIN E. SFC
HHB 2/52D ADA
FT BLISS, TX 79906

BARTHOLOMEW, MICHAEL SSG
HHC 1ST ARMORED CAV DIV.
FT HOOD, TX 76545

CURRY, ISAAC L. III SFC
HHC 7TH TRANS GP
FT EUSTIS, VA 23604

BRYANT, CLEARANCE A. SFC
172D INF BDE (AK)
HRD, OE BR
FT RICHARDSON, AK 99505

DRONSFIELD, ROGER T. SFC
USAECFB
ATTN: ATZA-PAE
FT BELVOIR, VA 22060

BUHAY, BAYANI V. SFC
1503 MC CREARY AVE.
KILLEEN, TX 76544

DROSDICK, WILLIAM G. MSG
CO A, 197TH SPT BN
FT BENNING, GA 31905

CARSON, ALFRED J. JR. MSG
HQ MIRCOM
DRSMI-P-OE
REDSTONE ARSENAL, AL 35809

EGBY, ALTON J. SFC
ANG SUP CO A
21ST SUPPORT COMMAND
APO NY 09325

CARSTEN, CHERI K.
HHC 7TH ATC
ATTN: OESO
APO NY 09114

ENGLEMAN, MARSHALL P. SSG
ADMINCEN
ATTN: ATZI-PA-OE
FT BENJAMIN HARRISON, IN 46216

SSG

CHAPPELL, WILLIS SFC
P. 0. BOX 5242
FT MC CLELLAN, AL 36205

GARCIA, ANGEL J. SSG
HHC, 193D INF BDE
APO 34004

GORALEWICA, THOMAS W. SFC
CHAVEZ, REGINALD SFC
HHC (AUG) VII CORPS
HHC 25TH INF DIV
APO
NY 09107
SCHOFIELD BARRACKS, HI 2/C 96857
GRANT, RALPH C. SSG
CHERRY, BOOKER T. MSG
HQ USA GARRISON
HRMD, CATC
USA FORCES COMMAND
APO NY 09407
FT MC PHERSON, GA 30330
CLEMONS, DEBORAH B. SSG
HQ USA QM CENTER
HAIMOVITZ, BENNY B. SFC
ATTN: ATZM-DA-OE, BLDG 4003
HQ, 59TH ORO BDE
FT LEE, VA 23801
APO NY 09189
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HARRIS, FREDERICK R. SFC
HHC, 4TH TRANS BDE
AfTN: OESO
APO NY 09451
JAMES J. SFC
A BTRY, USAFACFS
FT SILL, OK 73503

HENDERSON~

PAPKE, EDWARD C. JR. SFC
HQ BTRY, 32D ADCOM
APO NY 09175
PATCH, RUTH E. SFC
255 COURT OF SHOREWOOD, APT 11
VERNON HILLS, IL 60061

HEWITT, MELVIN R. SGM
USAOEC&S
FT ORD, CA 93941

PEACH, DONALD R. SFC
DPCA
ATTN; OESO
FT LEONARD WOOD, MO 65473

IDE, RONALD C. SFC
HQ 5TH ARMY
ATTN: OESO
FT SAM HOUSTON, TX 78234

PURCELL, KENNETH J. SFC
HQ 1ST INF DIV
ATTN: OESO
APO NY 09137

JOHNSON, DOANE R. MSG
USA IMA (OE)
FT BRAGG, NC 28307

REED, THOMAS W. SSG
HHB, 56TH FA BDE
APO NY 09281

KIRK, THOMAS H. SFC
130TH ENGINEER BDE
APO NY 09165

REEVES, CLAUDIE H. II SFC
HQ, 4TH INF DIV(M)
ATTN: AFZC-HRO
FT CARSON, CO 80913

LAMBRIGHT, JAMES JR. SFC
HHC XVIII ABN CORPS
FT BRAGG, NC 28307
MC FARLAND, ROBERT E. SFC
HQ, USAG
ATTN: OESO
FT MEADE, MD 20755
MENDEZ-PEREZ, JAIME MSG
6428-1 ANDERSON ST.
FT HOOD, TX 76544
MOORE, AUSTIN V. SSG
HHB 32D AADCOM
ATTN: AETL-GA-HR
APO NY 09175
NELSON, EARL W. SFC
HQ, USAREC
FT SHERIDAN, IL 60037

ROBERTSON, HOMER E. MSG
ATTN: DPCA-OE
FT GORDON, GA 30903
RODRIGUEZ-LARRAZABAL, JULIO R.
XVIII ABN CORPS HQ
FT BRAGG, NC 28307
SHAFFER, HARRY L. JR. SFC
HQ USAREC
ATTN: USARCPA-R-OE
FT SHERIDAN, IL 60037
SMITH, DONALD L. MSG
HHC USAG
FT DEVENS, MA 01433
SMITH, RUSSELL D. SSG
USATC
FT JACKSON, SC 29207
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MSG

TOMBLIN, LOREN D. SFC
HQ FORSCOM
ATTN: OESO
FT MC PHERSON, GA 30330
WHITEHEAD, WILLIAM M. JR. SFC
HHC, 11TH AVIATION GP (CBT)
APO NY 09025
WOODS, DRUE D. SFC
HQ, USAREUR & 7TH ARMY
ATTN: ODCSPER
APO NY 09403
ZAMARRIPA, FRANCISCO J.
CO A, USAARMC
FT KNOX, KY 40121

SFC

AWARDED 5Z BY ALTERNATE PROCEDURES
LTC RICHARD E. POWELL
HQ, DARCOM
ATTN: DRXMM-OE
5001 Eisenhower Ave.
Alexandria, VA 22333

!}

DR. JACK W. COLLIER
HQ, FORSCOM
ATTN: AFCS-OE
Ft Me Pherson, GA 30330

U, S, GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE:
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ATTENTION: OESO/OENCO'S
DO WE HAVE YOUR
- - -~..ORRfCT ADQRESS?_Based on the volume of Return to Sender mail received by OEC&S
it is evident that our OE Network has some weak links.
11

11

Not only does an unknown or incorrect address affect delivery of
the 0E Communique, but it also affects the delivery of the other
publications that we are churning out for the benefit of the OESO/NCO
in the field.
11

11

We are planning some major changes to the OE Communique in an
effort to enhance it's value to you. We are also contemplating a
directory of names, addresses and phone numbers that will be aimed at
strengthening our OE Network of practitioners. However, neither of
these things will become practical or useful until we get on top of the
mailing list.
If our publications are of value to you please take a few minutes
to provide us with the information requested below:
NAME AND GRADE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - OFFICIAL MAILING ADDRESS - - - - - - - - - - - - -

AUTOVON NO.

_::_#_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

GRADUATING CLASS - - - - - - - CURRENTLY SERVING AS AN OESO/NCO-

YES - NO

After completing the information just remove the page, fold it and
drop it in the mail. It will be appreciated.
By the way, when you move, please think of us.

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

USAOEC&S
Fort Ord, CA 93941

POSTAGE AND FEES PAID
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
DOD·314

OFFICIAL BUSINESS
PENALTY FOR PRIVATE USE, $300

US Army Organizational Effectiveness Center and School

ATTN: ATXW-RMA-TD

Fort Ord, California 93941
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A DESCRIPTION OF THE FOUR-STEP PROCESS
Organizational effectiveness is a four-phased process which seeks to
improve the functioning of an organization, or unit, through planned,
systematic, long-range efforts by applying selected management and
behavioral science skills and methods to the total organization. The
four steps are:
Assessment. The OESO has been trained to make assessments by using
several different methods. They may include observation, interviews,
group interviews, questionnaires, surveys, or a combination of all of
these methods. The OESO tailors the assessment technique to gather
data based on the concerns of the commander. Once the information has
been gathered, it is fed back to the commander. This is what you asked
me to look at, and here is what I found. In add1tton, I found these
other iteMS that may be of interest to you. The objective of the assessment is to set the gap; i.e., determine where the commander wants the
unit to be in the future (changes he desires) and find out where it ts
now.
Chain of Command Action Plannin,. Based on the assessment, the commander
and the OESO work together to p an what actions should be taken to
resolve or reduce problem areas. Sometimes these actions may be solely
the cOII'IIander•s. Other tilDes it may involve the OESO as a workshop or
meeting facflitator. In every case, the c~nder- decides what is to be
done. Once the •what to do• issues are resolved, they attack the "how
to" problems: If a 2-day workshop for company coamanders and battalion
staff officers is agreed on, when can the time be afforded for it?
I~lementation. As a res~lt of th~ planning, the commander initiates
t se actf ons that will produce the changes desired. They might be
nothing more than a change tn office arrangements or training or living
facilities, or they may include such things as a workshop on developing/
improving problem solving techniques, comMunication skills, counseling
skflls. techniques for conducting more productf ve meetings, etc. OESOs
are also trained to facilitate team building and transition of command
workshops.

Evaluation/Follow-up. The evaluation that follows an OE operation fs not
for the purpose of evaluating the unit. Is is oriented toward evaluating
the effects, good or bad, of the previous efforts. The follow-up portion
of this phase addresses appropriate corrective action to rectify something
that either happened or failed to happen due to the previous three steps.
Follow-up may well lead into a new assessment, thereby .akfng the OE
process continuous and long term, as well as systematic.
Because Organizational Effectiveness is an ongoing process, it should not
be looted at as a one-shot, quick fix solution to organizational probleMS.
Each step in the process is taken individually and utilized ulti ..tely to
improve the total organization in its day to day operations which results
in improved readiness.

THE FOUR STEP ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS PROCESS

---~

ASSESSMENT

f

EVALUATION
FOLLOW-UP ....C._-----COMMANDER ------~

IMPLEM TATION

